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This beautiful, original watercolour The Tower
of Daivd, 14” x 22”, from the series 35 Days
in Israel is available for purchase from the AJC:
$4,100 framed (plus delivery).
Tom Forrestall is one of Canada’s most acclaimed
and exciting realist painters. Forrestall was born in
Annapolis Valley of Nova Scotia in 1936. In 1965, he
held his first solo show at Roberts Gallery in Toronto
and has since continued to show in galleries and
museums across Canada. He completed a large outdoor
piece for Expo ’67. He was elected a member of the
Royal Canadian Academy in 1973.
“Watercolor has been with me since my earliest days of
painting and has always been the most enjoyable side of my
painting experience; allowing me to work while I travel
throughout my own country and abroad… The watercolors I did in Israel are, I feel, some of my finest efforts. I
was honored and delighted for the opportunity to work and
travel throughout this beautiful country. The sights and
people of the land will continue to inspire me for years to
come.” – Tom Forrestall, March, 2011
theajC .ns.ca
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President’s Message

From The Desk Of

From The Desk Of

President of the
Atlantic Jewish Council

Executive Director

Michael
Argand

While the final months of any calendar year
tend to be busy for the AJC, the last few
months of 2017 have been exceptionally
hectic yet productive. Looking back, here are
some of my highlights of the last few months:
• We published our first ever Annual Report. In a concise
snapshot, this report allowed us to showcase the true breadth
and depth of our programming and services, as well as highlight where our UJA campaign dollars go to help Jews in
need here at home, abroad and in Israel. I hope this was the
first of many such reports we produce.
• We hired Lindsay Kerr, our new Director of Hillel & Next
Generation Engagement. Having moved here all the way
from Winnipeg to join our team, Lindsay has already proven
herself to be a true asset to our community.
• Thanks to a generous grant from the Harold Grinspoon
foundation, we were able to launch an exciting new programming component to our PJ Library® initiative, seeing
families with young children coming together from all walks
of life to celebrate Shabbat.
• Naomi accompanied a group of young mothers on the Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project (JWRP) – an 8-day trip
to Israel which saw the ladies taking in the sites while learning more about Jewish values and parenting through a Jewish
lens.
• We completed our 2017 UJA Campaign with a record
breaking number of volunteers and first-time donations!
Thank you so much to every single person who contributed
this year. Your support really does make a huge impact!
As with everything we do at the AJC, none of these accomplishments could have been achieved without the help and
support of numerous volunteers and supporters from across the
community. Thank you! S
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Naomi
Rosenfeld
How do you find Jews that
don’t want to be found?
Unaffiliated. Detached. Uninvolved.
Call it whatever you want, but we all know one: a Jew who, for one
reason or another, chooses not to engage with the organized Jewish
community in Atlantic Canada.
According to the 2011 Canadian National Household Survey,
Atlantic Canada is home to more than 4,000 Jews. Four Thousand. Think about that number for a second.
Now, let’s think about another number: the number of Jews in
Atlantic Canada who belong to a synagogue or affiliate with another Jewish organization such as the AJC, the PEIJC, or Chabad.
Based on my experiences and conversations with leaders of Jewish
organizations across the region, my best guess is that such a figure
would be just over 1,500 Jews. Maybe as high as 2,000.

Where are our fellow 2000 members of the tribe hiding?
On the one hand, one might see the phenomenon of Jews hiding in plain sight as a mark of progress. After all, less than half a
century ago, Jews didn’t have the luxury of choosing to disaffiliate.
Jews became affiliated automatically as the societies we lived in
“othered” us, marking us as different and less than. If a Jew in Atlantic Canada wanted the social experience afforded to members of
country clubs, we had to turn to the Jewish community. We weren’t
allowed into the country clubs of non-Jewish peers. Similarly, if a
Jew wanted to find a spouse, our best bet was to turn to the Jewish community. After all, at the time, interfaith marriages were
frowned upon just as much – if not more – by the general community as they were by Jewish community.
And yet, somehow, almost magically, over the last 50 years, as
Karen Brodkin puts it: Jews became white folks. We are no longer
“othered” in the way we once were. Do you think our ancestors
could have ever imagined that in the 2016 American presidential
elections, both of the final presidential candidates would have a
Jewish son-in-law?
And yet, with this progress, comes a new challenge for our community: finding and engaging those Jews that don’t feel the need to
affiliate. In Atlantic Canada, with our small populations, finding
innovative solutions to this challenge will be pivotal for the longterm sustainability of our Jewish community.
theajC .ns.ca

From the desk of Naomi Rosenfeld

Naomi Rosenfeld, top
right, accompanied
13 Halifax women on
the Jewish Women’s
Renaissance Project
trip to Israel.

Michael Argand, President

Naomi Rosenfeld

Luckily, the AJC is up to this task.

Community Partnerships

In the conversations I’ve had with such “hidden” Jews I’ve been able
to “find”, I always ask them why they choose to detach themselves
from the organized community.
The answer always boils down some combination of three reasons:
1. Relevance (“Why do I need the organized community?”);
2. Intimidation (“I’m not Jewish enough to go to Jewish-related
events”); and/or
3. Fear of Judgement (“The community won’t accept me because…”)
As the only community-based, non-religious Jewish organization in
Atlantic Canada, the AJC is uniquely situated to address these concerns and act as a gateway for unaffiliated Jews in Atlantic Canada
to begin their relationship with our organized Jewish community.
And, with this knowledge at hand, we are developing and enhancing
a cluster of life-stage specific programs that we feel can help us not
only find these Jews, but bring them into the fold of Jewish communal life as well. Here’s just some of the ways that we’re doing it:

Everyone has their passions in life. For some, it may be cinema. For
others, photography. For a third group, it is social justice. The list
goes on and on. Here at the AJC, we’ve realized that these sorts of
passions are a key portal through which we can engage those Jews
who disaffiliate because they don’t see traditional religious or socialbased Jewish activities as relevant. For example, Edna LeVine, our
Director of Community Engagement, has helped the AJC build partnerships with various mission-driven organizations across the region:
Halifax Dance, Carbon Arc Independent Cinema, Spencer House
Senior’s Centre, and Out of the Cold, to name a few. In the various
programming we’ve done with each of these partners, we’ve had unaffiliated Jews attend. Why? Because we’ve made Jewish community
relevant to their interests.

PJ Library®
Similar to Birthright Israel – yet aimed at a completely different segment of our community – it’s hard for a new parent to turn down a
free Jewish book delivered directly to their door every month. Even
the busiest parent has time to check their mail. And in this way, PJ
Library® has helped our organized Jewish community get our foot in
the door of upwards of 60 young Jewish households across our region.
However, this book delivery is only the first step. Since September,
we’ve working to further engage these PJ Library® families by adding
PJ Library®-specific programming to our repertoire and facilitating the
creation of neighbourhood-based Shabbat dinner groups (see Lindsay
Kerr’s article for more information). In this way, we’re helping these
young Jewish families develop meaningful long-term relationships
with each other – a predictor of long-term engagement with the Jewish community.
And these three examples are only the beginning. With a little innovation and creativity, we are confident that we can continue to reach
out to the unaffiliated Jews in our community, welcome them, and
bring them into the fold. We hope you’ll join us on the journey there.
Wishing you all a happy (secular) new year! S

Birthright Israel
No matter how unengaged a Jew one might be, turning down a
completely free trip 10-day trip to the Middle East is a hard thing
to do. And now that Birthright Israel has expanded to include Jewish young adults ages 18 to 32, it has become an even more effective tool for helping us identify those unaffiliated young adults in
our community. However, Birthright is only a useful community
engagement tool if utilized effectively. That’s why we have Lindsay
Kerr, our Director of Hillel & Next Gen. Engagement, develop
meaningful relationships with each Atlantic Canadian Birthright
applicant by meeting one-on-one with before and after they go on
their trip, planning specific Birthright post-programming events for
alumni, and even potentially acting as a Madricha on the trip itself
for some of our participants.
Go to pages 20-21 for more information from The Atlantic Jewish Council
Annual Report (2016-17 • 5777).
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CAMP KADIMAH

Come & create new friendships
A fun family day at Camp Kadimah on the shores of beautiful
Lake William, Barss Corner, Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia
Save the date for the brightest event
of the summer!

Sunday, August 26
11:00 am – 4:00 pm
Snacks and an afternoon BBQ!
PLUS swimming, canoes,
sports field, arts & crafts,
special family program and more!

Don’t miss a day of summer fun
& Jewish culture with a warm circle of friends!

For additional information and to reserve your space:
Edna LeVine, AJC director of community engagement,
elevine@theajc.ns.ca

From the desk of EDNa LeVine

From The Desk Of

EDNA LEVINE

Director of Community Engagement
Volunteerism and expanding our professional network connections continues to
strengthen our community through increased engagement. On Christmas Day
twenty-one volunteers came out to Spencer
House Seniors Centre to ensure seniors
had a festive holiday celebration – with live
music, friendly conversations, door-to-door
transportation, deliveries, cooking, and serving up a delicious Christmas lunch. The
response from community members was
overwhelming and provided the incentive to
expand our volunteer community outreach.
This winter a new initiative to engage will
support “Out of the Cold”, a Halifax community-based, volunteer-run organization
which since 2008 provides shelter, meals,
support, and a community drop-in space
for people who are homeless or precariously
housed during the winter months. There
are many opportunities for community
members to participate, please contact me:
elevine@theajc.ns.ca if you are interested.
The 14th annual Holocaust Education
Week (HEW) presented programs to challenge, awaken, and encourage conversation.
First Nations histories, parallels between
Jewish and Aboriginal experiences of historical trauma demonstrated the need for our
communities to support each other. Dr.
Daniel Paul, Mi’kmaw Elder, Holocaust
survivor Nate Leipciger, Ted Fontaine, former chief of the Sagkeeng Ojibway First
Nation and Residential School survivor,
Olga Milosevich, retired CBC radio broadcaster, and Dr. Dorota Glowacka, University
of King’s College, opened HEW joining
our communities to share knowledge and
experiences. This program was repeated to
over 300 high school students from Halifax and Hants counties. Margaret’s Legacy,
a program chronicling the experiences of
Holocaust survivors Margaret and Arthur
Weisz, captivated several hundred junior
high school students, and included a question and answer session with their son Tom
Weisz and his daughter Danna, the creator
of Margaret’s Legacy. A dramatic reading

of KAMP, the Musical, a locally created and
produced project by Halifax artists Jamie
Bradley and Garry Williams, offered an
exceptional educational opportunity, as
“gay genocide” is often not included in the
many stories of Holocaust victims. This local
project supported artistic development and
community collaboration. HEW concluded
with the French blockbuster film Fanny’s
Journey, screened to a full-house, with an informative introduction by Dr. Erin Corber,
the Inaugural Simon and Riva Spatz Visiting
Chair of Jewish Studies in the Department
of History at Dalhousie University. Community partners and support for HEW
programing included the Azrieli Foundation,
Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier
21, Weisz Family Foundation, University of
King’s College, Dalhousie University, Halifax
Central Library, Alliance Française d’Halifax,
and the Department of Communities, Culture and Heritage.
In recognition of International Holocaust
Remembrance Day a program in partnership
with the Canadian Museum of Immigration
at Pier 21 presents the Halifax première of
the award-winning Hungarian film “1945”
on January 24. Director Ferenc Török’s
“1945” explores the postwar period in Hungary and is based on the short story “Homecoming” by Gabor T. Szanto.
Working with the Canadian Jewish Experience (CJE) exhibit project leader Tova
Lynch, Ottawa, we successfully organized
an Atlantic Canada CJE university tour.
Launched during Holocaust Education
Week in Halifax at the University of King’s
College and continuing this winter the
exhibit will be displayed in several universities including the Université de Moncton,
Mount Allison University, Acadia University, and Memorial University. CJE is an
introductory exhibit created as a tribute to
Canada 150, celebrating Canada from the
viewpoint of the country’s Jewish communities.
Planning is underway for the 5th annual
summer family gathering at Camp Kadimah
theajC .ns.ca

– a daylong event bringing together families
from our region to enjoy the beautiful campgrounds on Lake William. Please reserve
Sunday, August 26 to spend a day at Camp
Kadimah – meeting new families, connecting with friends, and enjoying lots of summer fun activities -including an afternoon
BBQ – and participate in strengthening our
community.
The 4th Atlantic Jewish Film Festival
(AJFF) screened international award-winning films for four days and attracted new
attendees with the inaugural Sunday family
program. The festival relies on and is made
possible by the efforts and commitment of
many community volunteers – including the
returning chair Lynn Rotin, and the organizing committee, Philip Belitsky, Rosalind
Belitsky, Jon Goldberg, Anna Hazankin,
Linda Law, and Peggy Walt – who worked
throughout the year to ensure filmgoers an
engaging line-up of films, relevant programming, and a brilliant gala party. The 5th AJFF
opens November 15 with special programing to celebrate this milestone – please save
the date and join us for an exciting festival
weekend! S

Barbara Adams, MLA Cole Harbour – Eastern Passage,
(left) attended the International Human Rights Day,
December 10th program at the Spatz Theatre. The event
is co-organized by the NS Human Rights Commission
and Partners for Human Rights – Edna LeVine is the AJC
representative on this committee. The 50th anniversary
of the commission was celebrated with the theme
“Learning from our past, building for our future” and
seven NS Human Rights Awards were presented.
Winter 2018
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Come see what all the excitement is about!
Visiting Day CK75 Weekend

Pre-Gibbie Day

July 27-28: Friday Night Oneg/Saturday Night Social*
July 29: Visiting Day at Camp (11:00 am – 4:30 pm)

Tuesday, July 31 (10:30 am-3:00 pm)
For children ages 6 to 9

Contact us for more details about a summer at Kadimah
info@campkadimah.com | www.campkadimah.com

Camp Kadimah
is turning 75!

Join us for CK75. Reserve your tickets now.

*

www.kadimah75.com

Campus News

Campus News
BY Lindsay Kerr, Director of Hillel and Next Generation Engagement

With so much of Judaism centred around food, it
makes sense that we tend to program the same way.
Our most successful programs of the semester
continue to be our various meals hosted for
students. This semester in Halifax we hosted
meals for Rosh HaShanah, Yom Kippur and
one Shabbat per month, with our December
Shabbat being Hanukkah themed. I think
the most special thing about our meals is that
they are prepared entirely by the students.
In speaking with Hillel professionals from
other communities, this is quite rare and in
turn, quite impressive. So much time and effort goes into these meals which makes them
much more meaningful to our guests that
attend. I know these will continue to be a big
draw for students in the upcoming semester!
Something special we did in Halifax fall
was host a “Stories of the Past” program
facilitated by Kayleigh Beaveridge’s (student, Jewish Life Chair) grandmother, Mari
Retek, who shared her story of surviving the

Holocaust. Arranged in a circle for a more
conversation like setting, students heard
Mari’s story about almost being taken in
by a non-Jewish family when she was just
a toddler, although they backed out of the
arrangement. Cared for by her mother and
grandmother, they figured out ways to delay
arriving at a camp. Ultimately Mari survived
and since she was so young during this time,
most of her stories have been passed down
to her from her family members. It was such
an interesting perspective to hear; one that
frequently do not get from survivors sharing
stories.
Justin Tobin, a first-year business student
at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
participated in Birthright Israel last summer.
It was during and after this experience that
he discovered his end goal of working in the
Jewish community. His drive and motivation

Lindsay Kerr

to connect Jewish students in St. John’s has
made great strides and I am happy to share
that Hillel Atlantic has officially expanded
with Hillel Atlantic: Newfoundland chapter
becoming official at the beginning of December. The more we expand geographically, the
more students we can reach and provide with
meaningful Jewish experiences.
If you know of a student in a community
other than the HRM and St. John’s who you
think could be an excellent student leader, I’d
love to get in touch with them!
Coming up in the winter semester we have
the return of both the Tu B’shvat terrarium
program, and our Purim Masquerade Ball. As
well we will continue to host Shabbat dinners
once per month. I am so excited to see where
this next semester takes us, both in Halifax,
and in St. John’s! S

PJ Library News
®

PJ Library®, created by the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, is a program for young
kids which focuses on both literacy and
Jewish life. Registered families receive one
Jewish themed book or CD per month and
get to bring Judaism into their home while
spending time together. This year, the AJC
received a grant to expand our PJ Library®
portfolio from just books to actual community programming. These programs are
welcome to any Jewish families with young
children whether they are registered with
PJ Library® or not. Since October we have
run two programs; one Shabbat dinner with
approximately 70 people, and one Challah
making workshop at the Halifax Central
Library. These programs are very laid back
with the intention of giving families as much
opportunity as possible to interact and create
relationships with one another.

This grant has also given us the means
to be able to sponsor home hosted Shabbat
dinners where assigned cohorts of families
gather in one home for dinner. Much like
the interaction at the programs, these dinners provide families with an opportunity
to build and grow their relationships with
other young families in the area. With three
dinners behind us and countless more to
come, the growth of our PJ Library® program
is connecting our community in a new and
exciting way.
After seeing how well received our grant
programming has been in this “pilot” phase,
we would like to work on expanding it out
past the HRM. Please let us know if you are a
young family and/or a PJ Library® family and
are interested in doing programming in your
community. We are happy to work with you
to get things started.
theajC .ns.ca
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2
Photos: (1) Students preparing and enjoying Shabbat
dinner in Halifax; (2) PJ Library community Shabbat dinner.

Coming up in the next few months we will
be hosting a few more PJ Library® community programs so keep your eyes on the AJC’s
Facebook page for more information. If you
would like to enroll your family in PJ Library®, you can email me at lindsay@theajc.
ns.ca for more information! S
Winter 2018
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CIJA REPORT

CIJA: What Balfour
Means for Pro-Israel
Advocacy Today
Improving life in
Canada

Supporting
Israel

Strengthening our
Community

CANADA
Improving life in Canada for the Jewish
community and all Canadians
ISRAEL
Educating Canadians about Israel and
building support for Israelis
COMMUNITY
Strengthening Jewish security and
grassroots advocacy

cija.ca

BY Steve McDonald
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, a
cause for commemoration and even celebration on the part of Jewish
activists worldwide.
The Balfour Declaration refers to a short letter from Lord Balfour,
former UK Prime Minister and then-Foreign Secretary, to Lord (Lionel Walter) Rothschild. In it, Balfour declared that the British cabinet
had approved a statement that the government favoured the establishment of a Jewish national home in what was soon to become the British Mandate of Palestine.
The implications of the Declaration have been debated by pro – and
anti-Israel activists for, well, an entire century. For many in the proIsrael community, the Declaration is akin to a Magna Carta for the Zionist movement: an affirmation – from the very authority that would
oversee the territory – that Zionism was indeed a worthy enterprise.
Without diminishing this sentiment, I offer my interpretation of the
Balfour Declaration and what it teaches us about pro-Israel advocacy
today.
The Balfour Declaration was a strategically vital recognition of the
right of the Jewish people to self-determination – and one that clearly
affected the course of history. But Balfour did not establish our national rights, which pre-existed the Declaration. These rights have always been rooted in the natural right of every nation to shape its own
identity and achieve self-determination in its ancestral land.
This is not a minor distinction. We dare not confuse the validation of our rights with the source of our rights. Indeed, our detractors falsely do so. In their minds, if the Balfour Declaration can be
dismissed as a “colonial” statement, the rights of the Jewish people to
which it speaks can be similarly undermined.
It’s this sort of nonsense that suggests Jewish history in the land
began in 1917. To believe it, one would have to ignore the mountains
– and caverns – of archaeological and historical evidence that confirm
a Jewish presence in the land for millennia. In addition to various nonBiblical documents confirming Jewish indigenous roots in Israel, the
Bible itself is widely recognized – even by ardent atheists – as a historical chronicle of a particular people in a particular land.
As Shimon Koffler Fogel, CEO of the Centre for Israel and Jewish
Affairs (CIJA), recently observed, the Balfour Declaration was
“one milestone among many that confirm the moral, historic, and legal
right of the Jewish people to self-determination in our ancestral land. Just
as many states endorsed the Balfour Declaration at the time, the international community’s support for the national liberation of the Jewish people
after centuries of exile has been expressed time and again.”
Fogel further noted that, in a similar vein, November also marks
“the 70th anniversary of the UN partition resolution of 1947, which
expressly called for the creation of a Jewish state.”

The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs is the
advocacy agent of the Jewish Federations of Canada

CIJA Report continues on page 11 >
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Canadian Young Judaea:
Halifax Connects
BY Lindsay Cohen, CYJ Regional Program Director, Toronto

Mifgash is Canadian Young Judaea’s largest annual Shabbaton which has been taking place for over 40
years. It brings together almost 150 high school aged students from across the country. This year Canadian Young Judaea (CYJ) was thrilled to welcome to Mifgash 2017 10 Kadimah participants including
2 Halifax participants! These participants had the opportunity to meet and make connections with
CYJers of the same age from Montreal and Toronto, to participate in a camp style Shabbat and many
amazing programs run by our staff and ShinShiniot. As well, they had the chance, via video, to learn
from members of our sister movement, Hanoar HaTzioni, from all over Europe and South America.
They had the chance to hear what it is like to live as a Zionist in countries like Turkey and they really
learned to appreciate the Jewish and Zionist life that we are privileged enough to have in Canada. S

“I think Mifgash was such a great and valuable experience for me.
It allowed me to visit the friends from camp that I missed as
well as to meet and befriend those from other CYJ programs.
I liked how it felt like just another day at camp, but integrated the
traditions of other camps as well which allowed for a whole new
perspective of how the other camps run. I am so thankful
I got the opportunity to experience Mifgash.”
– Gilad Maianski, Halifax Mifgash Participant
< CIJA Report continued from page 10
The Balfour Declaration matters today precisely because it is more important than ever
that we show how our fundamental rights as
a people are backed by international consensus. The Declaration is not the linchpin of
this recognition but rather a signpost on the
road to achieving widespread affirmation of
our rights.
Every year, CIJA brings approximately 200
Canadian leaders and future leaders (almost
all of whom are non-Jewish) on fact-finding
missions to Israel. As someone who heads an
annual trip of post-grad students, I can tell
you that most Canadians – including those
sympathetic to Israel – are not particularly
interested in what a British Lord had to say
about the region a century ago.
But what they do care about, and what
makes them more receptive to understanding

the strong legal and moral foundation for
Israel’s existence, is that many global figures
and organizations (including the UN) have
echoed these rights. In this regard, Balfour is
an important thread of the historic fabric.
The importance of non-Jewish validators
applies to many pro-Israel advocacy issues,
such as Israel’s right to define itself as a Jewish homeland, the dangers of BDS, or the
threat posed by Israel’s neighbours. On these
and other topics, our target audience is generally more receptive to our perspective when
we can demonstrate that it is one shared by
others, including governments and leaders
around the world.
Balfour matters, but we should remember
why. The Declaration serves not as the basis
for modern Israel’s existence but as a key witness to the abundant evidence – irrefutable,
theajC .ns.ca

millennia-old proof – of the right of the Jewish people to self-determination. S
Steve McDonald is Deputy Director, Communications and Public Affairs, at the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA). Follow him on Twitter at
twitter.com/koshermcdonald
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CAMP KADIMAH NEWS
CK75 Update
Welcome to the 2017/2018 Kadimah winter update.
We’ve got lots of exciting news to share.
BY Phil David, Executive Director and Sarah Atkins, Camp Director

First, there have been
some important organizational changes at
Kadimah. As outlined
in a letter to our parent community earlier
Sarah
this Fall, my role as
the Executive Director will shift to one that
is external facing, primarily to further the development of Kadimah’s business opportunities including Rentals, Fundraising, Alumni
Engagement, 75th anniversary celebrations
and the marketing of our venerable Kadimah
brand.
Sarah Atkins, who many Maritimers have
already met in her role as our Associate Director, Program and Experience for the past
two years, will step into the Camp Director position, bringing with her a wealth of
knowledge and leadership background in experiential Jewish education at the Bronfman
Israel Experience Center in Montreal. Born
and raised in North Bay, Ontario, Sarah now
calls Toronto home with her husband, Michael, and their three kids. Please join me in
welcoming Sarah to her new role.
Let’s turn it over to Sarah for her initial
thoughts on her new role and we’ll catch up
afterwards on all the news as we get ready for
CK2018.
***
It’s a complex task to describe the unique
nature and character of a special community.
Camp Kadimah is not just a place. It is also
a tradition, a home, and a family – a series of
exceptional shared experiences and moments
that shape a person and last a lifetime.
Since joining Camp Kadimah two years
ago, I’ve become immersed in an unparalleled culture of warmth and acceptance.
I’ve been fortunate to share so much with
12
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many amazing and dedicated people. Camp
Kadimah was founded on the Jewish and
Maritimes’ values of generosity, kindness,
empathy, and compassion for our neighbour.
It has grown strong and proud, in no small
part because of the devotion and hard work
of the many proud generations of Kadimah
alumni who have slept, eaten and played in
this camp for 75 years.
These shared values are at the core of
Camp Kadimah culture – one that binds
each generation to the previous and to the
next. Certainly, times have changed since
1943, but shared Kadimah values endure.
In 2018, we are looking forward to another exceptional summer where we will continue the traditions and fun that are such an
important part of the Kadimah experience.
This year, registration was fast and furious,
filling the camp to near capacity within mere
days of opening registration. The ranks were
quickly filled by an incredible contingent of
Maritimes-based campers who will join us
in Barss Corner this summer, along with our
new and returning campers from Ontario,
the United States, Israel and Singapore.
For 75-years, campers, counsellors, parents, friends and alumni, have contributed to
enriching the Camp Kadimah experience. I
feel honoured to be part of this unique and
precious community and will do my best
to keep our traditions strong and our camp
vibrant. I look forward to seeing all of you at
Camp this summer!
And now, we are happy to share an update
from the entire Kadimah team to bring you
up to speed as we get ready for CK2018
starting July 1.

Staff Update
Our extraordinary staff team is beginning
to take shape and with every new addition
theajC .ns.ca

comes more
energy and
unique ideas
that contribute to making
the summer
of 2018 even more special for our campers.
So far, 20 phenomenal Maritimers will be
joining our staff this year. We are thrilled
that almost a third of those will be first-time
counsellors. Every member of our staff team
works tirelessly throughout the summer to
create a fantastic experience for our campers.
Their number one priority is creating a firstrate and memorable camper experience. For
that, Kadimah has some of the best leaders
and role-models out there. We are very fortunate and excited to welcome them in 2018.

Kadimah-in-the-City (KITC)
The Kadimah spirit can’t be contained in just
6-weeks! Kadimah-in-the-City is a year-round
extension of the community that keeps campers and staff connected and experiencing
meaningful friendships established at camp.
Camp Kadimah offers a series of Kadimahin-the-City events to bring people together
in-person. Our first KITC event of 2018 will
take place in Halifax on Sunday, January 14th,
2018. Following that, there will also be other
KITC events held in Toronto, and Halifax,
as well as “get togethers” in other communities before the 2018 summer. These Kadimah
events are a great way to meet new friends,

Camp KADIMAH

see old friends, and meet staff who will be at
camp this summer!

Visiting Day
We always look
forward to welcoming parents,
grandparents, relatives and friends to
our annual Visiting
Day at Camp. And
of course, 2018 is a
very special time for
Camp and we expect lots of visitors for our
CK75 celebration.
On Sunday, July 29th, 2018, we can’t
wait to kick off the “Mommy Run” and
reunite our campers with their loved ones!
As always, it’s a great time for everyone,
including our amazing and dedicated staff
who look forward to meeting their campers’ families and sharing stories and funny
moments about the campers they live with
each summer. We look forward to seeing you!
More on CK75 below.

Pre-Gibbie Day
On Tuesday, July 31st,
we will be holding
our annual Pre-Gibbie
Day. This day is
dedicated to new, potential campers, aged
six-to-nine years,
who would like to
spend a day at Camp

with their parents, immersed in the Giborim
section with other campers. Giborim is our
youngest section for campers aged sevento-nine years. Between 10:30 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. ADT, prospective campers
can come to camp to see what camp looks
and feels like as they participate in our
experiential program, take a tour of camp,
have a special lunch in the pavilion, and
meet the staff and Director. Please email
office@campkadimah.com if you are interested
in participating.

Kadimah Rentals
A reminder that
Kadimah is open for
business before and
after camp – that is,
the “rental business”
– starting mid-May
through to the end
of September. We
have been fortunate
to host weddings and various groups like
the Canadian Diabetes Association, the AJC
Family Camp and others, but we’re always on
the search for others. With capacity to hold
up to 400, Kadimah provides excellent facilities and accommodation at a very reasonable
price. Please connect with the camp office if
you have any leads for large groups looking
for space.

CK75 Celebration
Our event chairs – Karen & Howard Conter
and Gloria & Steven Pink – have been hard

at work for months preparing for what is
shaping up to be an epic celebration.
For those planning to attend, tickets sales
for the event at the Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier 21 in downtown Halifax
have been steady and we are projecting a sellout. Order your tickets now by visiting our
dedicated website at www.kadimah75.com.
If you live outside of the greater Halifax area,
the planning committee has secured great
deals on flights and accommodations which
are outlined on the website.

What does our committee have
planned?
We look forward to our Friday night Oneg
Shabbat – a Legacy of Music evening in honor
of everyone’s favorite Shira and Rikud leader
and the epicenter of camp ruach through the
70’s – Evy Carnat z”l. The Saturday Night
Social is sure to be a blast and should bring
back fond memories of dancing in the Ulam
or the RCC to the music of the day from Bill
Haley and the Beatles to the Bee Gees and
Backstreet Boys. Of course, a highlight of the
weekend will be the visit to camp on Sunday,
July 29 where today’s campers will have a
chance to see first hand whose footsteps they
are walking in 75 years after the gates first
swung open.
***
We hope you enjoyed this Kadimah update.
We can’t wait to see you in Halifax and Barss
Corner this July. S

BACK TO THE BEGINNING: A LOOK AT OUR ROOTS
BY Phil David, Executive Director, Camp Kadimah

With 2018 upon us, the countdown
really starts to pick up in anticipiation of what promises to be an epic
75th anniversary weekend celebration
(July 27-29). And what a perfect time
to dive into the wonderful 50th anniversary Kadimah yearbook – The First
50 Years – published in 1993 by Frank
Medjuck (with detailed historical notes
from Doreen Gordon).
Just a couple of pages in, we’re reminded of
the compelling back stories of Kadimah’s
founding in 1943, especially realizing this
was all taking place during WWII. Here are a
couple of those stories.

Behind the creation of Kadimah
When Halifax’s Eli Zebberman created his
vision for Kadimah in the early 40’s during
his unique version of Trudeau’s ‘walk in the
snow’, his singular goal as he took a midwinter’s stroll from Halifax to his former
hometown, Saint John, in January, 1941
was to find a way to bring Jewish kids from
scattered communities around the Maritimes
together so they could get to know each other
in a safe Jewish environment.
His solution was a boys and girls Jewish
summer camp, but the work and money required to see his dream become a reality was
monumental. His grandson, Seymour Prince
theajC .ns.ca
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The future of Israel
lies in the Negev

In the fewer than ﬁve decades since its establishment, Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev (BGU), Israel’s youngest and most dynamic
university, is ﬂourishing and fulﬁlling David Ben-Gurion’s prophetic words,
“The future of Israel lies in the Negev”.

Today, BGU has succeeded beyond expectations and is a
world-leading institution of research and higher learning with some
20,000 students on campuses in Beer-Sheva, Sede Boqer and Eilat.
Since 1973, the Canadian Associates of Ben-Gurion University (CABGU)
has played a vital role in sustaining David Ben-Gurion’s vision of creating
a world-class university and research centre in the Israeli desert. CABGU
fulﬁls its mission by raising funds and awareness for the University across
Canada and promotes the pioneering spirit of Israel’s founders that
continues to ﬂourish in the Negev.
TO DONATE, SUPPORT CUTTING-EDGE RESEARCH & STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS, MAKE A BEQUEST OR SEND A TRIBUTE CARD, CONTACT:

Jonathan Allen, Executive Director – Ontario & Atlantic Canada
1000 Finch Avenue West #506, Toronto, ON M3J 2V5
jonathanallen@bengurion.ca

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:

www.bengurion.ca
Brian Moskowitz
902.412.9400
brian@moskowitzcapital.com
moskowitzcapital.com

Funds utilized for
construction of The
Killick while traditional
bank financing is secured

$5,300,000

“The ability of the team at Moskowitz Capital to listen to our
request and respond quickly to meet our interim ﬁnancing
requirement allowed the pace of construction on The Killick
to continue unabated.”
– Francis Fares, CEO

From a single home, to an entire subdivision or
condominium building, Moskowitz Capital has provided
over $150,000,000 in construction ﬁnancing starting at
an interest rate of 6.95%.
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Year 3: 1945

of Toronto, recently shared how much of an
uphill battle Eli faced to solicit support, especially for a camp mixed with boys and girls
in 1943. But he finally did get that support
from the national CYJ office in Montreal. In
fact, it was Shaindle Stipleman, CYJ’s executive secretary at the time, who suggested we
name our camp, “Kadimah”, since the establishment of a Jewish camp in Atlantic Canada
was a huge step “forward”.
Though it is believed Eli last visited camp
in the late 70s, if he could see his legacy
today, Seymour is sure he would be beaming
with pride and nachas at what came out of
that walk in the snow. Here’s a look back at
our first 3 summers…

While enrolment jumped sharply to 100 in
1945, other milestones are noteworthy:
• A camp song competition was launched
and the winning tune “As long as we all
pull together” was composed by Shirley
Burnstein and Ralph Garson as they traded
lyrics from either side of the lake while they
were washing their campers’ clothing. That
anthem remains with us today.
• Counsellors were paid for the first time –
$25 plus room and board. As we always said,
our staff come not for the money but for the
rich experiences that will help them well into
their lives as professionals and parents.
• A kosher kitchen was installed, meaning
the menu evolved to include meat instead
of just fish and dairy…and we’ve been enjoying delicious Friday night chicken feasts
ever since.
Lots more to come in future Shalom
Magazine articles as we ramp up for CK75.
If you went to camp in the 40s and 50s and
wish to share your stories, please reach out to
the camp office (info@campkadimah.com)
and we’d love to set up a time to chat. We are
always looking for pictures and videos to post
as well.

Year 1: 1943
With a projection of 30 campers, 47 ultimately signed up for that first summer
back in 1943 at a cost of $12/week for 2 or
3 weeks. Unbeknownst to many of today’s
campers, Kadimah spent its first summer on a
campsite in Port Mouton near Liverpool, NS
about 1 hour away.
Recently, I had a chance to speak with
a Year 1 camper – Harvey David – a New
Glasgow native now living in Halifax. His
memories of camp remain vivid of that first
season in Port Mouton. “Coming from a very
small Jewish community in New Glasgow, it
was so important for my parents to send me to
a camp where all the kids were Jewish. That
was not possible in New Glasgow or at Camp
Big Cove, where I went the summer before.”
Harvey went on to share how proud he is
that his kids – Shayna and Dvora – and his
grandkids – Aaron, Sam and David – have all
passed through Kadimah’s gates to experience
the same friendships and chevra he did 75
years ago.

Year 2: 1944
The summer of 1944 brought 75 campers
and one major change which reverberates
today – the move from Port Mouton to the
now-famous address at 1681 Barss Corner
Road. Incidentally, we were just renters during our first two years in Barss Corner. At
a cost of $500 per summer, the Committee
of the day felt paying a rental fee was better
than purchasing the camp outright for the
$15,000 asking price. It wouldn’t be til 1946
that we bought the site for $10,000!

The Frank: Through the kind and
extremely generous donation of Ralph and
Shirlee Medjuck, the “Frank Medjuck
Sport Court” replaced the well-used but ‘
past-its-prime’ Auxiliary Sports Field this past
summer.
Frank was an avid fan of basketball and
hosted hundreds of Sunday night pick-up
games in the gym of the Beth Israel Shul for
many years, welcoming local kids and visiting university students alike with open arms.
He would have been proud of his namesake.
In fact, the “Frank” was such a hit, even the
Kochotniks got out of bed before wake-up to
shoot hoops prior to being dragged back to
their cabins by their counselors for clean-up.

Planned Giving at Kadimah
When we reflect on our humble roots, one
of the realities is that Kadimah’s growth and
expansion over 75 years is in large part due
to the generosity of our Alumni community.
The notion of Tzedakah has been part of
Kadimah’s fabric since Day 1 and continues
today. Generous donations through the decades have helped kids in need attend camp,
create innovative Jewish-oriented programs,
build new facilities and fix old ones.
In recent months, we have begun to restructure our Giving Program to offer prospective donors more choice, whether it be
via i) our Annual Campaign; ii) Bequests; iii)
Endowments or iv) Major Gifts. Kadimah is
eternally grateful to receive your donations
and we recognize the importance of the role
we play with respect to your tax and estate
planning, both today and after one’s passing.
For information about Giving to Kadimah,
please contact the camp office (info@campkadimah.com or call (1 866 523-4624).
And speaking of Giving, what a year it was
in 2017 at Camp Kadimah. Here are a few
philanthropic facts we’ve recently shared with
our alumni in the most recent newsletter.
theajC .ns.ca

New Overnight Campsite: As the
recipient of an anonymous generous donation, we built a beautiful new campsite near
the Eagle’s Nest on the Chadar Ochel side of
camp, just down the path from the Chairmans’ Field. In conjunction with the original
bonfire site next to CIT-land, the future
of tripping at Kadimah has never looked
brighter.

The Kumzits: Alumnus Andrew Spinner
of Windsor, ON has shown us the way with
his very innovative crowdfunding campaigns
over the past two years using the “Go Fund
Me” platform. In 2016, we were able to create our first paved mini-court behind the
backstop near Gibbie-land and in 2017, we
Camp Kadimah continues on page 16 >
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built a beautiful campfire site (the Kumzitz)
next to the Peter Stone Mo’adon – giving
our Gibbies, Goshies and staff a very accessible place to roast marshmallows and sing
camp songs day or night.

The Kochot Swing: A very thoughtful donation by Joy Cherry of Toronto allowed us to build a community swing in
Kochot-land which became the central hub
for our 12 and 13 year-old’s. In our quest to
create town squares in each section, this was
a much-needed addition for Kochot. And
now with the Frank and the Swing on either
side of their cabins, Kochot-land has become
a more social atmosphere than ever and may
explain why a few were tardy for their Toranut duties!

The Mini-Courts: We are grateful to
the Star Family of Montreal whose donation
enabled us to build and pave two new minicourts in Goshie-land and Machar-land.
From hopscotch to chalk art to basketball,
we’ve never seen a patch of pavement used as
extensively or creatively.
The Star Family’s donation also helped us
build the first phase of our new Kadimah
Water Park which will be situated just outside
the far docks. Long gone is the famous red
slide, so what better way to excite kids about
swimming in Lake William than to create a
water park. We look forward to adding new
components to the water-trampoline base
over the next two summers, thanks to the
commitment of the Star Family.

Cabin 7 Dedication to Karen
Isaacson (nee Zelikovitz): The tragic
2016 passing of long-time Kadimah camper,
staff, Mom and camp ambassador – Karen
Zelikovitz Isaacson – hit us all hard on so
many levels. We are so fortunate that Ben
and Karen’s kids, Ethan and Rachel, can carry
her legacy on as third generation campers –
following in those first footsteps set by their
grandparents – Leon and Zelda – and then

uncles, Martin and Evan. Cabin 7, a favorite
of Karen’s during her camp days, was formally
dedicated in her honor during Visiting Day,
2017. We are eternally grateful to the Isaacson and Zelikovitz families for their generosity and thoughtfulness to remember Karen in
a place where she was cherished by all of us
who went to camp with her.

Giving Tuesday: And finally, our first
foray into Giving Tuesday at the end of
November was wildly successful. With the
help of many donors, and one large anonymous commitment, we raised enough money
during that week to achieve our goal of sending a child in need to camp. Kol Hakavod to
all who participated. We can’t begin to express
how grateful we are at the outpouring of
support.
***
And there you have it. It’s been quite a year of
Giving at Camp Kadimah and we are genuinely grateful and humbled. For those who
are interested in learning more about Kadimah’s new Giving Program, please contact
the camp office (info@campkadimah.com). S

CAMP KADIMAH TO CELEBRATE
75 YEARS IN 2018

BY JOEL JACOBSON

Seventy-five years ago,
Camp Kadimah
was founded by a
group of Halifax Jewish
men to provide a
summer haven for
children across the
Maritime Provinces.
16
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That first summer, 1943, attracted about 100
youngsters to a rented site on Nova Scotia’s
south shore.
In 2017, at space bought in 1945 at Barss
Corner in Lunenburg County, well over 300
campers and about 120 staff from Atlantic
Canada, Ontario, the United States and Israel
enjoyed a glorious summer of fun, sun and
Jewish life and culture.
Even though three-quarters of a century has
passed since Day One of Kadimah, memories
flood back for almost everyone who attended
theajC .ns.ca

the venerable camp.
“I would count down the days from the
time camp ended one summer until it would
start again the next,” said Barb (Newman) Yablon, now living in Toronto but a Halifax resident in the 1950s and 60s when she attended.
“I loved the water, loved song and dance,
loved my cabin group. It was a beautiful experience that my children enjoyed and now my
grandchildren are too,” she said.
Yablon, with her husband Jack, also a
Camp Kadimah continues on page 17 >
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Kadimah alumnus, will be two of a few hundred who will celebrate the first 75 years from
July27-29, 2018 in Halifax and at Kadimah.
Jamie Levitz, Toronto, was one of a few
Jewish children in Corner Brook, NL when
he and his 11-year-old brother, Gerry, first
discovered Kadimah in 1952.
“I was seven years old and had no idea what
I was facing. When I saw a softball and the
ball field, I knew I was OK. At the end of that
summer, I couldn’t wait to get back (for the
next 12 years, from camper to head staff).”
He said the friendships he made were never
to be forgotten. “We were a community,
from many smaller Jewish communities in
Atlantic Canada and continue to be so today.
My social life in Toronto is largely based on
those Kadimah friendships yet I still have
close friends in the Maritimes, too, because of
camp.”
An enthusiastic organizing committee of
Kadimah alumni is planning the 75th celebration which will include a dinner and Oneg
Shabbat, a typical Saturday night Kadimah
Social, and Sunday visit to Kadimah. Friends
will re-kindle the relationships that fostered
between the 1940s and the 1990s and early
2000s and continue today. And, as was always
the case on the last night of Camp, there will
be tears as the celebration weekend ends and
people say goodbye.
Karen Conter, a co-chair of the Kadimah
celebration, says “Nova Scotia is such an
amazing place to visit or “come home to” and
I’m sure our alumni will use this as an amazing opportunity to visit Nova Scotia again
and renew friendships!!”
Barb Yablon said, “Despite being from the
largest Jewish center in the Maritimes, Kadimah meant “we were all the same, all Jewish,
unlike every day in school. I know my parents
sent me to camp to experience being with
other Jewish children.”
She said her son, Michael, of Toronto and
a member of the Camp Board of Directors
today, as his mother was 30 years ago, sees
his camp friends socially and plays on sport
teams with them. “And,” Barb said, “his son,
Noah, 11, would live at camp all year round
if there was someone there with him. It was a
growing-up experience for me, my kids and
now for my grandchildren.”
Phil David, Toronto, is executive director and camp director. Growing up in Cape

Breton, he attended camp for seven years as
a camper in the 1970s, was on staff and assistant director through part of the 80s, and
came back as director in 2014.
“Kadimah was my touchstone as a kid. It
still is,” he said. “It was the center of everything for me. The experiences there had a
profound impact on me.
“Being in a cabin with 15 other Jewish kids
was nothing like I was exposed to growing up
in Sydney where I was the only Jewish kid in
my class or on my hockey team.” He remembered the vibrant Jewish community in Cape
Breton in the 70s, with Hebrew school, junior
congregation, Young Judaea, shared “Jewish”
moments.
“But at camp, you were immersed 24 hours
a day in this ‘thing’ which to this day is still
hard to describe. As camp director now, at
what I believe is the greatest place on earth,
I can say I’ve never felt so connected (to my
Jewish identity) in my adult life as I do now
being a part of the Kadimah experience.”
Leigh Lampert, a Toronto lawyer, who
grew up in Moncton NB, met his wife Darcie
(Richler), a Torontonian, when they were at
Kadimah in the 80s. In fact, dozens of Kadimahites met their future spouses there, as far
back as the 1940s.
Leigh said Darcie had no Atlantic family
connection but, from hearing about the camp,
had to convince her parents to send her.
She later attended Dalhousie University in
Halifax and started dating Leigh when he was
in Dal law school. Leigh recalls having some
Jewish exposure in Moncton through home
and family and limited Hebrew school education. “Camp really helped me develop my
Jewish identity,” he said. “I spent 19 summers
there, as a camper, CIT, staff member and,
ultimately, as Assistant Director. In fact, all
through law school, as classmates fought for
prestigious Bay Street jobs, I ignored all of the
fuss, and instead, I looked forward to spending another summer by The Rock, my favourte spot where you can see the camp from
various viewpoints – the lake, cabins, dining
hall, recreation hall and sports field.” Two of
his three sons are campers (the third is still too
young) and both can’t wait to go back next
summer. Leigh knows they are connecting
with Jewish kids from across North America
and around the world (there are about 25 Israeli children at camp each summer).
“A strong reputation has been built in 75
years,” he reflects. “Kadimah is in growth
theajC .ns.ca

mode (largest registration ever in 2016) and
has a strong future.”
The future developed from the past. Conter
said Visitor’s Day on July 23, 2017, generated
interest in the 2018 celebration. “With much
talk around camp about the celebrations next
summer, lots of people said they are planning
to attend. We had over 30 people sign up to
‘hold my spot’ (with a deposit) for next summer.”
Conter said hotel rooms have been booked
at several Halifax hotels with links at the Celebration’s web site www.kadimah75.com
“In July 1993, at our last camp reunion
in Halifax, almost 400 alumni and friends
gathered to celebrate the first 50 years of
Kadimah. Now we have another 25 years to
celebrate. The excitement is building.” S
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Remembered

On the life of
Harold Schwartz Z”L
Life-long champion of Cape Breton, retailer, community leader,
world traveler and avid sportsman.

Harold was the son of the late
Abraham and Rose (Claener)
Schwartz of New Waterford.
He is survived by his loving wife and best
friend of 47 years, Diane Bernick Schwartz;
his two children, Dr. Shoshana Schwartz
Feiner of New Jersey and Noah Schwartz
of Toronto; his son-in-law, Dr. Leonard
Feiner, and his three adoring granddaughters, Ella, Amelia and Kate Feiner. He was
the fifth of six siblings, all of whom predeceased him, Edna Schwartz, Ruth Goldbloom, Joey, Irving and Bram Schwartz,
and he will be remembered as a fun-loving
uncle by his many nieces and nephews.
Harold was born in New Waterford and
shortly thereafter, his young father died
unexpectedly, leaving his mother Rose to
build a business and raise six children on
her own. He grew up in the retail business
and was driving his family’s furniture delivery truck by the age of fourteen. At fifteen,
it was decided he should attend Sydney
Academy in preparation for him to take
over his aunt and uncle’s Charlotte Street
store, Jacobson’s Ladies Wear. As team captain, he proudly led their rugby team to the
Maritime championship.
Harold didn’t just take over the store;
soon after he took the helm, Jacobson’s
grew to include a sportswear store up the
street called The Tweed and Hickory and
very a popular discount operation called
The Cellar. As a pillar of the Charlotte
Street community and president of the
Downtown Business Association, he organized downtown days and could be seen
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throwing balloons filled with money off
of rooftops to attract shoppers. Always
promoting Cape Breton, he invested in
many local industries including sustainable
fish farming, wind energy, and TechLink
to name a few. He was a loyal supporter
of CBU and was on the first leadership
board of the Shannon School of Business. And when the Jeux Canada Games
came to town, he was the director of the
merchandising committee and for the first
time in the history of the games, they made
a profit! In recognition of his business
achievement and his tireless community
leadership, Harold was elected to the Cape
Breton Business Hall of Fame in 2006.
As a proud member of the Sydney Jewish
community, Harold served on the Atlantic
Jewish Council and was a strong supporter
of Israel. Thanks to his generosity, a community center for disadvantaged children
in Ben Yehuda now bears his name. In the
wider community, he was a supporter of
many local charities including United Way,
Big Brothers Big Sisters Cape Breton, The
CB Regional Hospital Foundation and the
Parkinson’s Superwalk.
Harold had many hobbies including sailing, tennis, skiing and golf and he made a
large impact on these various communities.
As the first president of the Ben Eoin Ski
Club, he helped purchase the mountain
that continues to provide hundreds of families the opportunity to enjoy the sport that
he loved.
In his early years, he served as commodore of the Dobson Yacht Club and was
an active member of the Cromarty Tennis
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Club. After retirement, he became a fixture
on his beloved Highland Links golf course
in Ingonish. Despite the fact that he could
barely walk due to advanced Parkinson’s,
he managed to swing a golf club and was
always optimistic that his game would improve at his next round. This past summer
he enjoyed catching mackerel off of the
wharf in Ingonish with his granddaughters
and never missed an
opportunity to attend a Celtic Colors
concert. Although he was lucky enough to
travel to more than a hundred countries in
his lifetime, he always insisted that Cape
Breton Island was the most beautiful spot
on the planet. (Passed on: November 10th,
2017 in Sydney at the age of 86 after a
twenty-four year battle with Parkinson’s
disease). S

Remembered

ON THE LIFE OF
MARIANNE FERGUSON Z”L
Marianne Ferguson: Our Greatest Treasure.

Marianne Ferguson z”l, passed
away on August 30, 2017.
This article was published by
the Canadian Museum of
Immigration at Pier 21 and
reprinted with their permission.
We have some very precious things at the
Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier
21. Some are hundreds of years old and
others are relatively new. One of our many
treasures is ninety years old
Marianne Ferguson was thirteen when
her father saved his family from the Holocaust by gaining permission to come to
Canada. They arrived at Pier 21 on March
7, 1939 and were welcomed by Sadie
Fineberg of the Jewish Immigrant Aid Society. She introduced them to so many kind
people that they decided to remain in Nova
Scotia instead of going on to Montreal as
planned. While the war in Europe raged,

Marianne’s father, a pharmacist, and elegant
mother became farmers, good ones.
After having been treated so well when
they arrived Marianne and her mother
returned to Pier 21 after the war. They gave
help and love to those who, unlike their
relatives in Europe, had survived the
Holocaust.
Many years later, J.P. LeBlanc and Trudy
Mitic were writing Pier 21: The Gateway
that Changed Canada and Marianne was
called for an interview. Memories of her
mother and their post-war volunteer work
flooded back when Marianne joined the authors in the as yet un-renovated shed at Pier
21 for the book launch. She offered to help
the Pier 21 Society as they worked towards
making the shed a National Historic Site.
Years passed as J.P. LeBlanc, Ruth Goldbloom and many other volunteers made the
dream of a museum at Pier 21 a reality.
In 1999 Marianne’s first volunteer job
was the unglamorous task of unpacking
boxes of products and pricing them for the
gift shop. Once the museum opened she
began giving powerful tours that combined
her personal story with the history of the
site. She hosted hundreds of groups from
school children to visiting ambassadors,
always inspiring a reverence for Pier 21 in
her guests. When standing for long periods
of time became a challenge, Marianne took
up the enormous task of typing hand written immigration memoirs, sometimes the
length of books. Hundreds of memoirs are
accessible today thanks to her painstaking
work.

It was during
this period that
the Atlantic
Jewish Council
received a call
from a Holocaust survivor
in Montreal.
Nathan Wasser
was on a quest
to find the
woman and her
daughter who had given him $20.00 and
told him that everything would be okay and
that he would be a good Canadian. Nathan
had never forgotten them and so in August
of 2003 they were reunited at Pier 21.
They remained close friends until his death
in 2015.
Marianne has hosted special visits for
survivors of the St. Louis and international
dignitaries. She has translated documents
from German, contributed to exhibitions at
the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic and
the Nova Scotia Archives and since 1999,
she has never missed cutting the flag cake at
Pier 21 on Canada Day.
Up until her ninetieth birthday Marianne
came in once a month to bake for the staff
and volunteers. She did so the way she had
always done everything, well and with love.
Marianne recently retired from volunteering and everyone misses her wisdom, her
smile and the smell of cookies filling the
offices. Now we go to her for pep talks
and inspiration. She remains our greatest
treasure. S

Photos: (above) Marianne’s engagement photo. Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier 21 [S2012.122.1]
(left) Marianne in the staff kitchen.
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Sustaining Our Community

The AJC’s 2017 UJA Campaign raised over $540,000!
Here are some of the meaningful ways in which your continued support made a difference over the past year.

Helping those in need

Uniting Atlantic Canada

Educating about the Holocaust & Human Rights

Supporting Israel

20
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Your support makes a meaningful impact. Thank you!
Strengthening Jewish Identity

Enhancing Community Relations & Outreach

The Atlantic Jewish Council is thrilled to offer PJ Library®:
a program that provides children in Atlantic Canada with a FREE high-quality,
expert-selected, age-appropriate, kid-tested (!) Jewish book every single month.
Thanks to a generous donation to our UJA Campaign, and a grant from the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation, we are thrilled to announce that, effective
immediately, we are raising our PJ Library® age limit from 5 and a half to 8 years old!
That means that if you have, or know of a family that has, any child at home
aged 8 or younger, they are now eligible to enroll in PJ Library®!

pjlibrary.org
Please email Lindsay Kerr (lindsay@theajc.ns.ca) for more information.

theajC .ns.ca
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Atlantic Jewish Foundation

20 Maccabiah Games
Much More Than Silver
th

BY Ben Rittenberg

Words can’t describe the feeling of walking into a stadium filled with
40,000 people. Knowing that everyone was connected through the
single commonality of Judaism, made the feeling even more special.
It was marching into Teddy Stadium, hearing cheers for the Canadian
logo across your chest, and feeling as though your country was ready
to put it all on the line for the gold. It was the most amazing feeling
in the world.
Before the games, we had the opportunity to participate in the
Maccabi Canada led “Israel Experience” where we, the Canadian delegation, toured Israel for a five day long experience that fulfilled many
dreams of viewing the land of the Jewish people. Although the 48°C
weather experienced at the top of Masada and at the Dead Sea left
some of us with heat stroke, the views and connections we were able
to make had our mind in other places. Throughout the week we were
able to see many other historic sites including the Kotel, Caesarea,
Yad Vashem, the Bedouin Tents, and the Golan Heights. This experience was enlightening and unique for both first timers and those who
had visited Israel before. Each athlete was able to connect with Israel
in their own special way.
The 20th Maccabiah Games took place over two weeks and as a
member of the baseball team, coached by Howard Binstock, we took
22
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to the field in Petah Tikvah for action. Competing in a tough field
of competition, we battled the extreme conditions and began our
tournament against the USA, sticking with a very talented American squad until late in the game. As the tournament progressed the
team developed and grew closer as a band of brothers. My teammates
were a huge part of this amazing experience, as the times we shared
together were very memorable. The team took home the silver medal
after tournament play had been completed; a victory of which Canadian baseball should be very proud.
The silver medal was an incredible accomplishment for my teammates and I, but this experience was about so much more than baseball. As I was told before the trip, baseball is the purpose of this trip
and through it you will learn more about yourself and your roots.
That statement held true as this trip gave me the opportunity to explore an incredible country, connect with the stories and teachings
we learned growing up as a Jewish youth, and meet amazing people
that are all connected through Judaism and athletics. It was a trip for
which I am so thankful to have participated and it was an experience
of a lifetime. S
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20 Maccabiah
Games in Israel
th

BY Bessie Lecker Evans
Growing up, I spent many hours every week playing soccer. I was so dedicated to
the game that that I even missed out on Camp Kadimah until I was 15 years old,
because I couldn’t play club and provincial soccer and be away for six weeks in the
summer. Imagine how incredible it was, then, for me to compete for Canada at
the 20th Maccabiah Games in Israel last summer. The experience allowed me to
combine my love of soccer with 17 teammates who were new to me, and to explore my Jewish identity and traditions in a beautiful magical place.
Travelling to Israel, we had to adjust to the heat and train in temperatures of
35 degrees and worse. We toured the country and created a lot of great memories
including tree planting in the Golan, floating in the Dead Sea and rafting on the
Jordan River. We went to Caesaria and the Jaffa Port and held a Bar/Bat Mitzvah
ceremony at Masada. We also had very moving and emotional stops in Jerusalem
at the Kotel and Yad Vashem. After a week in country, we settled into the athletes’
village which was incredible. We met athletes our age from all over the world and
learned a lot from each other about what it was like to be Jewish in countries as
diverse as Sweden and Turkey and Argentina. We spent a lot of time at ‘the Hub’
which functioned as party central for the athletes.
We also played soccer! Our Canadian squad faced the UK, Israel, South Africa,
and the mighty United States, before playing Australia for a medal. It is one of the
things I came home with that I most proud of, a big heavy bronze medal. I also
came away from the Games with many new friends, hundreds of photos, incredible memories and team t-shirts from a dozen countries.
My road to Maccabiah was a long one. I first tried out for the Canadian team
10 months before we gathered in Toronto to train and get to know each other. The
full delegation from Maccabi Canada was huge, with more than 600 members.
We were all together for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies. I will always carry
with me the thrill of marching into Teddy Kollek Stadium in our red and white
uniforms, riding part of the route on the shoulders of a Canadian wrestler. This is
not the highlight I imagined when I started kicking around a soccer ball in Tantallon more than a dozen years ago.
Since returning from Maccabiah, I am in touch with my teammates; I’ve visited
some in Toronto and at Queens. The experience of playing together, representing
Canada in our Jewish homeland, was one of the greatest times of our lives. Many
of us are looking ahead to 2021 and the prospect of returning to compete at the
next Games. Whether that happens or not, I will always carry in my heart my first
discovery of Israel and the beautiful bonds I have made through soccer. S

The experience of
playing together,
representing Canada in
our Jewish homeland,
was one of the greatest
times of our lives.

Supporting Partnership2Gether
Send a Partnership2Gether Gift Card to Celebrate: Births, Bar Mitzvahs, Bat Mitzvahs, Graduations,
Weddings, Anniversaries, Grandchildren, Promotions, Retirements and more!

Help support these wonderful, valuable projects in Northern Israel
To purchase your cards call the UJA of Atlantic Canada Office: 902-422-7491 x224
Visa, Cheque & Cash accepted. Tax receipts issued for gifts of $10.00 or more. Partnership2Gether is a project of United Jewish Appeal of Atlantic Canada
theajC .ns.ca
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Atlantic Jewish Foundation

My trip to Israel
2017
BY Leah Collins

Israel is just as breathtaking as everyone describes it, and for years I
had heard stories of my friends who went to visit and all the kids who
had previously gone on the trip. I went from looking at my friend’s
pictures and wishing I could try some of the amazing things they had
done to getting to do them. The program was only spoken highly
of and I was convinced I had to go and that it was something worth
doing. Never had it crossed my mind that I would get the opportunity to go but I’m glad I did because it turned out to be the best summer of my life.
During my lifetime I had never felt more connected to my roots
than I did during my month away. I was taught about the history of

the places I visited. For example, the graves of Herzel, the father of Zionism, and David Ben Gurion, the first prime minister of Israel, I saw
the Western Wall which took me by surprise at how magnificent it is,
and I went to the Israeli Holocaust Museum on a tour. I also learned a
lot about what was happening in Israel while we were there as well as
the countries surrounding it. I feel much more educated to speak on
those topics now that I’ve been there and heard stories of life in Israel
from the people who live there. But as much as it was educational
it was also fun. I had the chance to bond with old camp friends and
make new friends. Everyday in Israel was an adventure and I am so
grateful I got to go. Thank you AJC. S

Book Your
Next Vacation to Israel
EL AL offers convenient new connections
from Toronto with WestJet to Tel Aviv and
to over 45 other destinations that we
service via Tel Aviv.

EL AL also offers fantastic air and hotel
packages.
Gift Certificates from EL AL are
perfect for all occasions and
available in a variety of denominations.

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR EL AL

416·967·4222 · 1·800·361·6174 · www.elal.com
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A Piece in
the Mosaic
BY Prof. Yuri Leving

In June 2017, I had a privilege of representing Canada at the 29th
International Nahum Goldmann Fellowship (NGF) taking place in
Israel. The theme of a week-long seminar on the shores of the Sea of
Galilee was “The People and the Land” and it explored the complex
and transforming relationship of the Jewish people to the Land of
Israel and the State of Israel. Among the three dozen fellows and speakers coming from 18 countries, as a Haligonian I was the only person
to represent the Jewish Canadian experience and to share my vantage
point of the life in a modern Jewish community north of the United
States. Indeed, I felt a great deal of responsibility because the Nahum
Goldmann Fellowship occupies a unique place in the Jewish world:
it nurtures global Jewish unity and peoplehood and fosters learning
that crosses religious, ideological, political, and geographic lines. My
first encounter with the program happened five years ago in Warsaw,
Poland, and now I was among a cohort of alumni who took part in
similar seminars in the past decade. The world of Jewish communities
is like a mosaic, and Halifax is just one piece in this colourful and extremely varied global plate. Nonetheless, we all share similar challenges.
As an academic, I especially value the fact that the Fellowship
encourages individual Jewish expression, informed by engagement
with serious Jewish scholarship and by real interactions with other
Jews who represent the full spectrum of the Jewish people. Usually
the NGF gatherings focus on young men and women between the
ages of 25-40 who demonstrate motivation and interest in Jewish
learning and living, capacity for individual growth, professional and
communal achievements, and leadership potential. The Memorial
Foundation now has a new leadership and Rabbi Jeni S. Friedman,
Executive Vice President, tests innovative approaches to bolster the
organization’s agenda while maintaining the core values and traditions
of the program which will celebrate its 30th anniversary soon. This
year the seminar in Israel was led by a cluster of talented educators
such as Rabba Yaffa Epstein (The Pardes Institute of Jewish Studies),
Dr. Jonathan Boyd (Institute for Jewish Policy Research, UK), and
Dr. Tova Ganzel (The Midrasha, Bar Ilan University) among others. In addition to lectures, we had various activities: Eric Goldman,
Professor of cinema at Yeshiva University, screened a 2014 film by an
Israeli Arab director titled “Borrowed Identity” and led a controversial
discussion afterwards. Prof. Moti Zeira prepared an enlightening tour
of the cemetery at the Kibbutz Kinereth where the Zionists belonging
to the Second Alyia were buried (Katsnelson, Usiskin, etc.). Zeira eloquently spoke about the intertwining history of individuals and Eretz
Israel illustrating it with his own family narrative.
In addition to the regular program, I also took part in the Alumni
Leadership Seminar. Professor Steven Windmueller (Hebrew Union
College) directed this daily seminar and it added value to my overall

experience at the NGF by workshopping with various facilitation
skills, leadership style assessments, leadership theory, and personal case
studies. These were aimed to help participants from different Jewish
communities better understand their respective leadership capabilities,
and grow as a leader in our lay and professional roles. For instance,
we have discussed “Fund Raising: Concepts, Strategies, and Tools”.
As it was noted, to be an effective fundraiser takes both planning and
practice. No other role offers such extraordinary “highs” but also some
really frustrating “lows”! One needs to understand why do we seek
to raise money; not every cause is a perfect fit for donors. There are
compelling causes that impact humanity, and then there are boutiquetype endeavours that appeal to a more narrow or specific audience.
To this end, one should have a well thought-out strategy, build a case,
and analyze outcomes/impact (the Value Proposition). Moreover, we
tried to connect those concepts to specifically Jewish perspectives, citing Chesed (Compassion): “Show mercy and compassion, everyone to
your neighbour” (Zechariah: 7:9); respect for human dignity; respect
for law; accountability for actions and decisions, as well as Honesty,
Integrity, Loyalty, Tzedakah (Justice). We are commanded by our tradition to seek the truth and to correct that which is evil (Exodus 20:18)
and we are taught that we must speak out against all forms of defamation (“They that deal truly are God’s delight” (Proverbs 12:22). Another interesting theme of the seminar was exploration of the notion
of Power. Power plays an essential role in Decision-Making. Often,
decision-makers consider the element of power that they control by
their actions, or inactions. Examining the idea of “power” in Jewish
tradition also turned intriguing and triggered heated debate: Who is fit
to hold power and worthy to act in God’s place? How do we let go selfish concerns? How to turn compassion into our strength?, and so on.
There also was a fair share of Israeli politics involved during our
Fellowship. Dorit Price-Levine, Program Manager from the New York
organization called “Resetting the Table”, led the Town Square meeting that consisted of multiple small group discussions, each facilitated
by a mediator. Each table focused on one of the following three topics: (1) Whither the Two-State Solution? Settlements, borders and
possible resolutions of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; (2) What should
be the role and responsibility of American/Canadian Jews regarding
Israel?; (3) What is “legitimate” vs. “illegitimate” criticism of Israel for
American/Canadian Jews? Those discussing the Two State Solution
have been asked to name one hope and one fear that they hold with
respect to possible resolutions to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The
role and responsibility of the Jews in Diaspora then was considered
(i.e. how does this issue affect us?).
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Brain Research:
Halifax – Beersheva
BY Joel Jacobson

Dalhousie University in Halifax and Ben Gurion University (BGU)
in Beersheva have announced a “trailblazing research relationship” to
help find answers to the complexities of the brain and spinal cord.
Six professors and researchers from BGU along with, Dan Blumberg,
the Vice President and Dean for Research and Development, were in
Halifax November 16 to announce the collaborative effort with their
counterparts from Dalhousie. “This is transformative,” said Blumberg.
“We’re creating opportunities for students and researchers to share
knowledge, resources and data to help close the knowledge gap in key
areas of brain disorders.”
A $5 million investment would provide sustainable funding for
supporting research that creates new and effective treatments for a
wide range of neurological injuries, diseases and disorders, said Brian
Thompson, CEO of the Dalhousie Medical Research Foundation.
“We can improve lives and outcomes of those living with brain injury
and disease,” he told about 50 people at the announcement of the
collaboration. The Israeli delegation had spent the day meeting with
their Dalhousie counterparts sharing ideas in fruitful discussions.
Thompson said this program developed following a very successful
collaboration on ocean science between the two schools. “There are
no borders between institutions worldwide. This (the brain research
program) was a natural with the strength of Dal’s Brain Repair Centre
and what BGU has been doing in the field. Between us, we’re walking
< Continued from page 25
As a 2012 alumnus of the NGF in Poland, I also had a special role
to play during the program myself. I was assigned a Kvutzah (group)
of 6 fellows, with whom you I was meeting every night at the end of
programming for a short, facilitated ‘check-in.’ My co-fellow was another alumnus, Gabriel, a Jewish businessman from Panama. Having
experienced the Fellowship before, both of us understood the complex
make-up of a very diverse group of fellows and we tried to carry the
character and values of the NGF.
I am thankful to the Atlantic Jewish Council for its generous support of my mission through the Jayson Greenblatt Bursary. Jayson
Greenblatt was a professor at Dalhousie committed to enhancing the
local Jewish community, and as an academic working at the same institution I felt a great honour to continue his legacy by participating
at the 2017 NGF Alumni Leadership Seminar in Israel. The Jewish
mosaic is vast and each piece we contribute as individuals is infinitely
valuable. S
Yuri Leving is a University Research Professor in the Department of Russian
Studies at Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS.
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the talk. We’re making it happen. That’s what’s so exciting about this.”
Blumberg added, “With today’s ease of communication, building
joint programs and joint ventures has such potential. Our long-term
goal is to build a joint brain center –the one that exists here and one
in Beersheva (the home of BGU).” Blumberg said BGU was established in 1969 in an undeveloped part of Israel. “We feel we’ve made
a change in that region and will continue to do so. We offer almost
every major academic discipline, except law, and have two medical schools. With Dalhousie, we can find areas of cooperation that
complement each other rather than overlap. For example, our autism
center at BGU complements the one at Dalhousie. There is so much
potential between us.”
Alon Friedman, a neuroscience researcher with Dal’s Brain Repair
Center, came to Nova Scotia from BGU in 2014. He received his
medical degree from BGU 30 years ago and worked there until he
came to Dalhousie with a new diagnostic tool to discover various
aspects of brain disease and to lead to new treatments. He fell in love
with the school and the program, and stayed. He works part-time in
Israel but spends much of his time in Halifax. “We are universities of
the same size, have peripheral locations, away from the center of everything but able to do prominent research where we are,” said Friedman. “A few Israeli students have come here to study and some Dal
students have studied at BGU. PhD students from each school, with
specific projects, would spend five to six weeks at a time at the other
location. “In an interview, he stressed the importance of brain research. “Brain disease is the leading cause of disability in the Western
world, from dementia to autism to trauma, even to diabetes. Our research can impact patients directly. It’s practical and important.” Lyna
Kamintsky, an Israeli student working on her PhD, came to Dal two
years ago to help Alon with his work. “I’ve stayed for a PhD here”, she
said. “Being a huge nature buff, it took maybe two hikes in Nova Scotia for me to decide to pursue my PhD nowhere else but here”. Now,
her work in medical neuroscience is dedicated to the development of
an MRI approach and special imaging analysis that allow her and her
team to identify leaky blood vessels in the brain. This will help explain
latent cognitive and behavioural impairments of many types of brain
injuries, including trauma, tumours, stroke, epilepsy, and diabetes.
“The Holy Grail of our research is to make it possible for physicians
to diagnose damage to the blood vessels in the brain, and in this way
predict future complications, such as seizures, depression and dementia” she said. “Once the diagnosis is made, we can try to prevent those
complications by treating the blood vessels.” Friedman concluded,
“The outcomes of this project will have a profound impact and create
a new talent pool of brain researchers. It will mean new therapies will
go from bench (the lab) to bedside sooner.” S
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Partnership 2Gether
BY Karen and Howard Conter

This past fall, along with Naomi Rosenfeld, we participated in
our annual Israeli Partnership meetings in the North of Israel.
This year’s meetings were hosted by Mervoot Hermon.
We had the opportunity to arrive in the north three days prior to the
meetings to have the opportunity to tour established projects and
newly proposed projects. It gave us the chance to assess the work that’s
being done on the ground and make sound, knowledgeable recommendations concerning which projects our Partnership should support in the future.
Of particular interest was an education project that will support a
higher level of science education from primary to sixth grade throughout
the north. This is being done in conjunction with Tel Hai College and
the Sidney Warren Science Institute. This project will lead to a significant improvement in the science curriculum in the elementary grades
and hopefully entice more students to matriculate in the sciences.
The Partnership also supported a new leadership initiative that will
help to grow our future northern Israeli leaders.
In a very exciting development I (Karen) accompanied Naomi to
Ben Gurion airport to meet our arriving Jewish Women’s Renaissance
Project delegation from Halifax. Thirteen moms from our community
arrived for an amazing week of new friendships and exposure to Israel. Most of these women had never been to Israel before, so to greet
them at the airport and personally welcome them to Israel was truly

1

3

a memorable experience! We quickly loaded the bus for the threehour drive up north where they were met by our Israeli-Canadian
Coast-to-Coast participants. After a warm welcome they were able to
participate in the dedication of the new Rehabilitation facility in Mervoot Hermon. This facility, has been supported in no small part by
Maritime donors, is designated as a outpatient rehabilitation institute,
supporting the entire north of Israel.
Other projects that were dedicated on this trip were the Embrace
Tennis Centre that uses teaching tennis as a way of getting troubled
teens off the street. We were also able to confirm the construction of
a commercial kitchen to teach handicapped and autistic youth and
young adults cooking and dietary skills that will allow them to achieve
full employment. Overall our meetings were extremely successful and
we look forward to carrying on our work in Winnipeg in May. S

2

4

Photos: (1) Howard Conter & Lior Rochman – The Israeli and Canadian Co-Chairs of the Partnership2Gether Coast-to-Coast Joint Steering Committee; (2) 14 Women from Halifax arriving at Ben
Gurion Airport to begin their 8-Day Trip in Israel; (3) Howard & Karen Conter, Lior Rochman, Ted
Zacks (Vancouver) Benny Ben Muvchar (Mayor of Mevo’ot HaHarmon), and Linda Kislowicz (CEO
of JFC-UIA) at the dedication ceremony for the new rehabilitation gym in Mevo’ot HaHarmon; (4) A
high school student from our partnership region in the north of Israel working on a robot he built
as part of the robotics program the AJC helps fund.
theajC .ns.ca
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Around our Region : Halifax

Community volunteers brought holiday cheer to seniors at the 6th annual Christmas lunch at Spencer House Seniors Centre, pictured are, standing from left to right, back to front:
Leo Weniger, Fanny Nathanson, Laura Hammel, Mort Fels, Christie Hammel, Schuyler Smith, Dave Hanson, Lauren Klein, Myrna Yazer, Olga Kulakevich, Linda Jonas Schroeder,
Ben Berman, Renee Dankner, Jake Berman; seated are Joey, Bessie and Sam Lecker-Evans. Missing: Mark Evans, Joyce Barak, Ken Hammel, Maggie Hammel and Nancy Cieplinski.

AJC staffers Svetlana Ratchinski and Lindsay Kerr, set-up
for the Community Chanukah celebration!

Dr. Dorota Glowacka, University of
King’s College and Olga Milosevich,
retired CBC radio broadcaster, at the
opening program of Holocaust
Education Week, Halifax Central
Library.

Dr. Daniel Paul, Mi’kmaw Elder,
and Ted Fontaine, former chief of
the Sagkeeng Ojibway First Nation
and Residential School survivor, at
the opening of Holocaust Education
Week in Halifax.

Volunteers Joyce Barak and Mark
Evans delivered Christmas meals to
seniors who were unable to attend
the holiday lunch.

Yulia Sultan-Shakh, centre, entertained children
as the Winter Princess at the Immigrant Services
Association of Nova Scotia holiday open house,
pictured with Edna LeVine, left, and newcomer
Tanya Lander, right, who attended the celebration
with her children.

Slava and Tania Svidler strike a pose
in the photo booth at the AJFF gala!
Photo credit: Photomagnetic.ca

In-laws Howard Conter and Howard
Thaw celebrate at the AJFF gala party
at the Art Gallery of NS.
Photo credit: Photomagnetic.ca

4th annual Atlantic Jewish Film
Festival (AJFF) committee members
Philip and Rosalind Belitsky.
Photo credit: Photomagnetic.ca
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Halifax Heroes:
Howard and Karen Conter have spent
years focusing on Kids Help Phone,
PTSD support services and more
Story and Photo by Spencer Osberg For Metro
Published on SunDay, November 19, 2017
Reprinted with permission from Metro – Halifax News.

It is a hard reality for charities and nonprofit groups that the good
they are able to do is very much limited to the amount of resources
they have available.
That’s where people like Howard and Karen Conter come in.
In Halifax “you find a lot of like-minded people who feel they
have done well and they want to give back,” said Howard, “So my
job is a facilitator to allow them to give back.”
And facilitate they have; over many years, as part of organizations
as wide-ranging as the Tema Conter Memorial Trust, a support
service for first responders suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, to the United Israel Appeal, the couple estimates they have
helped raise in the range of $10 million for various causes.
“We’ve been at it a while,” smiled Karen.
Among the couple’s main focuses is the Kids Help Phone, the
24-hour support hotline for children and young people.
“I’m a family doctor, so to see mental illness all the time in my
office, and to see all the concerns that kids have,” said Howard. “It’s
a tremendous charity for what it does, setting up these councillors,
and having professionals available there for kids.”
Much of the motivation comes from realizing how lucky they
have been themselves.
“We have been so fortunate to have two happy, healthy kids that
have grown up and done well,” said Karen. “In thanks for that, we
want to give back to kids.”
This has meant everything from burning up the phone lines calling businesses and individuals to solicit donations for the QEII
Health Sciences Center Foundation and the Children’s Wish Foundation, to helping to organize the Ruth Goldbloom Annual Ladies
Golf Classic – an event named after Howard’s late cousin that
brings in some $100,000 every year for Kids Help Phone.

Part of the challenge, said Howard, is that there are so many
worthwhile charities looking for resources, but there is a limit to
the number of donors able to sign large cheques to help them out.
“If you go to any of the big businesses in town and you ask how
many charitable asks they get, they will tell you they get 15 to 20
per week, if not more – they can’t obviously contribute to all of
them,” he said, then joked: “You need annoying people like me to
remind them to contribute.” S

100 Years of Changing Lives

CANADIAN HADASSAH-WIZO (CHW)
2018 ANNUAL CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISING GOAL = $1.5M

Canadian Hadassah-WIZO (CHW) passionately supports programs
and services for Children, Healthcare, and Women in Israel and Canada.
$

HELPING
CHILDREN

IMPROVING
HEALTHCARE

To Advertise in

Shalom

Please contact the AJC office:
902-422-7491 x221 or info@theajc.ns.ca

100

Provides shelter and nutritious food to a vulnerable
child, supporting learning, playing, and growing.
$

$

500

Supports a woman who struggles each day to feed
her children. She will also receive job skills training
and guidance that will empower her family.
$

SUPPORTING
WOMEN

250

Gives immediate access to life-saving surgery to a
patient who has experienced a stroke, thus making
full recovery possible.

1000+

Leads the way by providing significant support to help
Children, improve Healthcare, and support Women.

CHW HEAD OFFICE
1-855-477-5964

www.chw.ca
theajC .ns.ca

TO GIVE OR LEARN MORE:

f

info@chw.ca
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Feature

JEWISH LEGION

In 1917, in the shadow of the Fort Edward Blockhouse,
in Windsor, Nova Scotia, the Jewish Legion was formed,
one of the first all-Jewish military forces in modern times.
By 1918, hundreds of Jewish young men from New York,
Montreal, Russia and Palestine put on a uniform and
learned how to handle a rifle.

IN NOVA SCOTIA TO
BE COMMEMORATED
BY JOEL JACOBSON
In summer 2018, the Centennial of the Legion’s formation will be
celebrated in Windsor, an event that will also commemorate David
Ben Gurion, the first Prime Minister of Israel, who arrived from New
York on June 1, 1918 to train, at 50 cents a day and to sleep in a bell
tent on Nova Scotia earth.
A small committee of volunteers, under the chairmanship of former
AJC executive director Jon Goldberg, and a woman dedicated to
preserving and honouring history, Sara Beanlands, is planning a sodturning at Fort Edward in May, followed by a community gathering
in September to unveil plans for a distinct earthworks Centennial
Pavilion. The pavilion will highlight names of the more than 1,000
North American Jewish trainees on a Wall of Honour. Support has
been garnered from the town of Windsor, West Hants Historical
Society, Atlantic Jewish Council and Parks Canada.
Beanlands, with a Bachelors degree in history and anthropology
from Dalhousie University, and a Masters degree in history from
Saint Mary’s University, has been the driving force for the project
since researching the Jewish Legion as part of a Parks Canada
contract.
“I knew the history of Fort Edward but had no idea what the
Jewish Legion was,” she recalls, “I proposed studying it as no one else
was doing that, and my proposal was accepted.” Initially, she says,
it was just a contract, but as she delved deeper, she found it to be “a
remarkable story and one no historian had studied.”
Through months of effort, she found letters from Ben Gurion
to his wife and became fascinated with the 29-year-old Private D.
Ben-Gurion, No 3831, Platoon 11 of the Jewish Legion. She felt
compelled that people should know his story and that of the Legion.
“This story is for the Jewish community today,” she says. “I’ve
found people in Halifax have a passion for the story and we have
to talk about the Legion, work on its history so we don’t lose this
important part of the Jewish heritage of Nova Scotia.”
Beanlands, principal of Boreas Heritage Consulting, is not Jewish
but has adopted this project with a deep passion. “When I was 18,
my mother took me to Israel as part of trip to the Mid-East, and I
fell in love with the country and the people. Now this project has
become almost an obsession. “Theodor Herzl said, ‘If you will it,
it is no dream.’ His quote drives me. There is a direct connection
between Fort Edward and the founding of Israel. Seeing the Legion
commemorated at Fort Edward isn’t a dream. It WILL happen.”
VanEssa Roberts, director of community development. Tourism
and Recreation for the Town of Windsor, has also been all in with
the project. She has negotiated with the town for the organizing
committee, arranging details of the commemoration. Roberts adds,
“The town is holding land next to the Parks Canada site to allow the
30
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committee time to fundraise (for the build of the Pavilion).”
“It’s a history that was somewhat known in the Windsor
community but came to light about two years ago through Sara’s
research,” she says.
She added that this is another first for Windsor, known as the
birthplace of hockey in Canada and hometown to some of the world’s
largest pumpkins.
“To recognize and celebrate this unique Jewish history and its
connection to Windsor needs to be told. Creating the welcome
center at Fort Edward will create awareness and also new economic
development opportunities for the town, too.”
Beanland’s research showed that once the Legion’s training was
complete, the recruits went to England as the 39th Battalion of the

theajC .ns.ca
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MANY FACES

Regimental Depot of the Royal Fusiliers, and were deployed to
Palestine. There, they were joined by other Jewish Battalions for the
last phases of the campaign against the Ottoman Turks.
Ben Gurion described his first impressions of the camp in a letter to
his wife Paula just days after getting to Nova Scotia.
“In this camp there are all types to be found among Jewish people,
from the most lofty-minded idealists and the highly educated, to coarse
and evil-minded individuals, born criminals,” Ben-Gurion wrote.
One of Ben-Gurion’s brothers-in-arms in Windsor was Ze’ev
Jabotinsky, an ardent Zionist who was one of the co-founders of
the Jewish Legion. The coarse, the evil-minded and the lofty with
whom Ben-Gurion trained appear to have been well-treated by the
local people of the Annapolis Valley town. One account in the local
paper talks about the joyous celebration of the Jewish New Year in
1918 when 500 legionaries gathered at the Windsor opera house for a
kosher meal.

“To recognize and celebrate this unique Jewish
history and its connection to Windsor needs to be
told. Creating the welcome center at Fort Edward
will create awareness and also new economic
development opportunities for the town, too.”
In a letter to Robert Dimock, Windsor’s mayor in 1966, BenGurion wrote, “In Windsor, one of the great dreams of my life, to
serve as a soldier in a Jewish unit to fight for the liberation of Israel,
became a reality. I will never forget Windsor where I received my first
training as a soldier and where I became a corporal.”
Goldberg said the committee is trying to find names of each and
every Legionnaire and that is a daunting task.
“We know they were from the States, mostly New York area and
the northeast, and some from Chicago. We have been trying to find
names through news releases of our project in Jewish journals in the
United States and Canada.” S
The committee is also seeking financial assistance to help build the commemorative
pavilion. For further information, please contact Jon Goldberg:
e-mail jongoldberg46@gmail.com or cell phone 902-221-2174.
For historical information and background, please contact: Sara Beanlands:
e-mail sbeanlands@boreasheritage.ca

www.oregans.com

theajC .ns.ca
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Around our Region : Cape Breton

Cape Breton News
BY Barrie Carnat
When the cottage crew returns from Ingonish, the snow birds fly south. So a gathering
of 10 for a minyan doesn’t happen every
week. Yet the spirit is there, and we love to
get together for our special services that are
powered by a spirit of sharing, and wanting to keep it all going. And of course the
kiddush afterwards nourishes our bodies as
well as our “yiddishe neshomas”, our Jewish souls. When you come to Cape Breton,
please join us.
The High Holiday services were conducted by Rabbi Ellis and graced by the Sydney shul choir. Although the numbers in the
choir and the congregation are down slightly
from the peak years, the choir embellishes
the services, bringing warmth to all in attendance. Serious thanks to Leslie and Leon
Dubinsky for keeping alive the memory
and melodies of Rabbi Kenner. And we had
a great gathering to break the fast, with a
sumptuous repast, although as one member
said, after fasting for 26 hours, anything
would taste good. Again, thanks to Shayna
Strong for organizing this.
Cruise ships bring visitors interested in
learning about the Jewish community in
such a remote area and they are usually surprised to discover how old the community
is and how extensive it was. One visitor, a
family named Director, in search of a grandfather, were delighted to discover that he
was the rabbi at the Pier Shul from 1913
to 1923. The building that was formerly
the Pier shul now houses the Whitney Pier
Historical Society where you can glimpse the
vitality and diversity of the community in
the good old days. And the mikveh is still to
be seen in the basement.
Celtic Colours honoured Leon Dubinsky
with a tribute concert. Those of us lucky
enough to attend heard the house band
from The Cape Breton Summertime Review,
Buddy and the Boys, and Leon himself
joined by his wife Beth MacCormick and
daughter Ella Dubinsky singing many of Leon’s top hits. This was a special time for the
audience and for Leon, the concert sold out
immediately, and the songs brought back
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Photos: (1) Shirley Chernin and Heidi Schwartz; (2) Fanny Nathanson, Joan Elman, Reva Nathanson, Faye David,
Inez Schwartz, Marlene Elman, Lynn Nathanson, Heidi Schwartz; (3) Captain Frank Elman, an excellent sailor, and
citizen, with Barrie Carnat; (4) 195 years altogether!!! (5) Shirley Chernin celebrates her 90th birthday!
(6) Community Seder at Shayna and Darren Strong’s house.

memories of earlier times in Cape Breton.
Shirley Chernin celebrated her 90th birthday with a gathering of friends and family
at a lovely party. We have a significant number of nonagenarians, Louis Allen, Shirley
Chernin, Shirley Dubinsky, and Herman
Nathanson, who along with Lil Nathanson
and Bella Shore give us a certain gravity. In
the words of Satchell Paige, “Age is a case
of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it
doesn’t matter.”
Our community was deeply saddened
at the passing of Harold Schwartz, the last
sibling of the children of Rose and Abraham Schwartz, an outstanding family who
contributed enormously to Cape Breton,
to Nova Scotia and to all of Canada. The
obituary can be seen at www.inmemoriam.
theajC .ns.ca

ca/view-announcement-2293892-haroldschwartz.html
Sarah Carnat celebrated her bat mitzvah
in Toronto, and did an outstanding job,
even if this comes from a proud Zaide. And
we are looking forward to two bar mitzvahs
this coming year, those of Ethan Strong and
Asher Allen.
In remembering Harold Schwartz, who
was lucky enough to travel to more than a
hundred countries in his lifetime, he always
insisted that Cape Breton Island was the
most beautiful spot on the planet. May your
memory be for a blessing. S
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Around our Region : Saint John

Saint John News
BY Susan Isaacs Lubin
We have had an active season in Saint John.
We enjoyed having Matthew Goldberg for
the High Holidays. His parents joined him
for Rosh Hashanah, and his father blew the
Shofar. That was a treat to listen to! A group
of our newcomers decided to hold a Rosh
Hashanah dinner at the Synagogue for anyone in the community who wanted to attend.
This went over extremely well, and we would
like to thank Olga and Uzi Michaelov and
Hila Aharon for all the hard work.
Our children decorated the Sukkah once
again this year, with colourful artwork they
made themselves.
Our Hebrew School has been well attended. We have three classes – two of the
classes are taught by Anna Vinizer, and the
third class is for pre-school children, taught
by Rhonda Cyr, and assisted by Jocelyn Cyr,

with Miri Davidov assisting.
Mazeltov to Keren Oppong for being
awarded the PRUDE Diversity Champion
Awards in the Immigrant Entrepreneur division. We are so proud of Keren! She has really
worked very hard to get her business off the
ground!
Mazeltov to Yulia Goldin and Alexey Saveliev on the birth of their first child -a beautiful baby boy! Our community is growing. We
wish them all the best.
Mazeltov to The Honourable Erminie
Cohen on being presented with the Order
of New Brunswick. This award was special
because it is recognition from her own Province. Erminie – you are an amazing woman!
Mazeltov to Herzl Kashetsky on his first
one man art show in a number of years. The
show and sale was held in October at the

Buckland-Merrifield Gallery in Saint John.
Herzl – your art will be a lasting legacy and
the Shaarei Zedek Family is so proud you are
one of us.
Our sympathy to Stephen Carter on the
death of his husband, Allen Selby. Allen grew
up in Saint John and has always retained his
association with Shaarei Zedek.
The annual public Menorah Lighting
which is put on by the Jewish Historical Museum took place on Sunday, December 17th.
After the lighting of the Menorah outside,
everyone gathered inside for a presentation
by our pre school group of children. Thanks
to Rhonda Cyr, Jocelyn Cyr, Miri Davidov,
Ari Snyder and Hila Aharon for leading our
young children. Following this, the Jewish
community was invited upstairs to the Acker
Room for homemade safganiyot. S
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Photos: (1) Gathered on front steps; (2) Elizabeth
McGahan, president of Saint John Jewish Historical
Society; (3) Bruce Washburn, president of Congregation
Shaarei Zedek; (4) Ari Snyder; (5) Rhonda Daltrop and
Marissa Cyr; (6) John Vinizer; (7) Nursery Students;
(8) Hila Aharon and Ari Snyder
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Around our Region : Saint John & Prince Edward Island

Report from Saint John
Jewish Historical Museum

PEI News

BY Katherine Biggs-Craft, Curator

BY Ernie Schleichkorn

The most interesting people visit our museum. We have some who come from many
far-flung parts of the world including New
Zealand, Australia, Malaysia, Republic of
Korea, Brazil and Israel. Others come from
places that seem very close – New York, New
England, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec.
Most are just ordinary folks, but sometimes
we also met people who spend many weeks
of the year on cruise ships which travel all
over the world and even people who have
been on stage, sometimes even as close as the
nearby Imperial Theatre. And every year we
find a few visitors who have been here before
and who come back to say hello and to see
what is new. Everyone who comes has an
interesting story to share with the Museum
staff, volunteers and other Museum visitors.
Sprinkled among the hundreds of new people
we meet each year are people who grew up
in Saint John coming back to reconnect with
their family roots, visit the few family members remaining in the city and take time to
remember those who are no longer with us.
We even met the granddaughter (aged 95!) of
the architect, Harry H. Mott, who designed
this beautiful building. I want to thank all of
the people who came through the Museum
over the summer and fall season to catch up
on family connections or to seek out the story
of the Saint John Jewish community – your
comments, your conversation, and your stories are all appreciated.
All of this could not have been done without
lots of help – our summer students: Tovah
Kashetsky, Kendra DeMerchant, and Amit
Marciano – and our community volunteers:
Phil Bloom, Joe Arditti, Gary Davis, Ron
Levine, Norman Hamburg, Norman Holtzman, Lorie Cohen-Hackett, Lloyd Goldsmith
– and especially John and Dorothy McKim
who always go above and beyond to make
everyone feel welcome – and our newest volunteer, Judith Meinert-Thomas. Thank you
for carrying the load and for sharing your
own stories with so many of our guests.

After the summer, has ended, it seems like
the “real” behind the scenes work begins
– improving on old exhibits and creating
new ones, catching up on research on the
cemetery, businesses and people, sorting and
adding more documents and photographs
to our archives and tidying and reorganizing
our storage space. I hope we can share some
of the most interesting acquisitions with you
through our exhibits and Facebook page.
On Sunday, December 17, the Saint John
Jewish Historical Museum held its annual
Chanukah Menorah Lighting event for the
Saint John community. More than 85 people
gathered outside on a cold evening to join in
the lighting of the first six lights. Greetings
were brought by Dr. Elizabeth McGahan,
president of the Saint John Jewish Historical Society and Bruce Washburn, President
of Congregation Shaarei Zedek. Our candle
lighters were Marissa Cyr, Adam Oppong,
John Vinizer, Judith Meinert and Ralph
Thomas, John and Dorothy McKim and the
Hon, Erminie Cohen. Blessings were led by
Ari Snyder. Following the lighting, everyone
moved to the Synagogue where everyone
enjoyed songs by the nursery children led by
Rhonda Daltrop and a Chanukah sing-a-long
led by Ari Snyder and Hila Aharon. Afterwards everyone enjoyed apple juice and cookies in the Museum.
None of what we do would be possible
without the support of our members, the
visitors, those who attend our events and
support from grants – The Greater Saint
John Community Foundation, Council of
Archives New Brunswick, Heritage Branch of
the Province of New Brunswick and Canada
Summer Jobs. Thank you for all you have
done and continue to do to encourage the
preservation and presentation of the history
of the Saint John Jewish community. S
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I’ll keep it short and sweet. Business as usual.
High Holidays. Approximately 15 to 20
people showed up at those venues.
Our New Year Services (Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur) were held at the home of
Joel Palter & Rachel Kassner. At the Rosh
Hashanah services, we held an icebreaker for
Rosh Hashanah where everyone introduced
themselves. Only 3 people were true islanders. (born & bred on the island). Most people
were from New York or had resided there for
a while. Some now living on the island.
As a great rabbi once said the most important day to be in shul, is Rosh Hashanah
loosely translated as head of the year. Our
service is a customized service with specific
prayers, Torah service, much singing and also
includes the shofar service that I alluded to
previously, followed by a pot luck lunch.
Yom Kippur services (Kol Nidre) and the
daily services were held, and that evening a
break the fast was held at the home of Annabel Cohen.
Sukkoth. Celebrated at the home of Leo
and Beverly Mednick. Excellent attendance,
and there was food in abundance. Meals were
eaten in the Sukkah, and the Lulav and Etrog
made an appearance.
We held out Annual general Meeting in
early November where numerous subjects
were discussed. One of them was to host
more regular events to bring the Jewish community together more frequently.
The UJA campaign is underway so donate
generously.
The final event of the Christian calendar
year Hanukkah was hosted by Leslee Sacks
(one of our New York residents). Hanukkiahs
were lit, Dreidels were spun, and Latkas were
eaten. In addition the Miracle of Hanukkah
was recanted.
Until next time from the PEI Shtetl. S
– Ernie Schleichkorn, Your roving reporter on the
Gentle Island aka Prince Edward Island
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Around our Region : Newfoundland & Labrador

Jewish Community Havura of
Newfoundland and Labrador
BY Katherine Side and Ruth Noel

The Jewish Community Havura of Newfoundland and Labrador has a newly
launched website, www.havura.org and
email address, info.havura@gmail.com and
if you’re on the island, we’d love to hear
from you. We’ll let you know about our
upcoming Shabbat dinners, community
holiday celebrations, and special events.
Many thanks to Gil Shalev for all his work
on the website’s fresh new look. Our new
site reflects our commitment to continue
to be an inclusive space for our members,
and a space from which we’re involved with
communities around us.
Elizabeth Loder led out High Holiday
services this fall, and we welcomed new
community members and visitors. We were
fortunate to have new Torah readers as well,
whose willingness to learn the Parshat has
expanded our (nearly) all-women group of
readers. Collected at the High Holidays,
our members made a $170 donation to the
Campus Food Bank, Memorial University.
The annual Jewish-Christian-Muslim dialogue was held in November, on the topic
of the compatibility of faith and science.
The three panelists address different, but
complementary topics. Speakers included
Dr. Michael Katz, a member of the Jewish Community Havura, Dr. Mahmoud
Haddara, and Dr. Michelle Rebidoux.
Discussion by all of the participants was attentive to differences in time and place, and
distinctions between faith and science as
separate realms. Speaking from the Jewish
Community Havura, Dr. Katz recounted
how science, one the few occupations that
was available to his family in Romania,
provided a route out, and an escape to safer
harbours – Israel, and then Canada – and
enabled him to flourish in ways that did
not create conflict for him, as both a Jew
and a scientist.
Hosted by the Religious Social Action
Coalition of Newfoundland and Labrador, the Jewish Community Havura also
36
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participated in November, in the panel
discussion, Fairness for All. Havura member, Dr. Robert Sweeny’s talk focused on
poverty in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Specifically, he offered some explanations
about why we haven’t been able to address
poverty, despite a previously unprecedented
period of provincial economic growth, and
he suggested an alternative framework for
working towards the eradication of poverty.
The re-establishment of a Hillel at Memorial University is a recent and welcome
campus addition, and many thanks to Justin Tobin and the Atlantic Jewish Council
for all their work to make this happen. This
group’s Hanukkah party was held on campus in early December.
In the coming months, the Jewish Community Havura will be working alongside
the Canadian Jewish Experience to bring
the exhibition, Celebrating Canada – The
Jewish Experience, to Newfoundland. The
exhibition has travelled across the country.
It is fitting that the exhibition, which includes a panel titled, “Tenacity and Friendship: The Jews of Atlantic Canada” will be
exhibited in St. John’s, at the Queen Elizabeth Library II, Memorial University from
January 12 until 26, 2018, at St. John’s
City Hall from January 27 until February
5, 2018, and at the Arts and Cultural Centre, St. John’s from February 5 until February 18, 2018. We’re continuing to work on
other venues across the province to ensure
that this exhibition is available widely.
We held our Annual General Meeting
in November and elected (and in some
instances, re-elected) officers to our Board
of Directors. Elected members include:
President, Dr. Steve Wolinetz, and Board
members, Dr. Katherine Side, Ruth Noel,
Jordanna Comeau, Brenda Rishea, Dr. Joy
Hecht, Justin Tobin, and (Past President),
Johnathan Richler.
The first snowstorm of the year fell on
the day of our community Hanukkah party
theajC .ns.ca

so we had to postpone it for two days.
While not all members and friends could
attend on the new date, we still had fifty
people who came and enjoyed themselves.
We started with the story of Hanukkah,
the lighting of the candles, the blessings of
wine and challah before eating a delicious
meal of latkus, salads, challah and various
vegetarian dishes and of course deserts.
Many played dreidel throughout the evening and for some, the competition was stiff.
Between the main course and desert, one of
our members organized an edible children’s
activity which they dearly loved. Klezmer
music was played throughout the evening
and we did a few dances before leaving for
home. Many thanks to Elizabeth-Anne
Malischewski who was our key organizer for
the evening and to all who helped make this
festival a success.
Mazel Tov to Gil Shalev and Zanele
Myles, on the birth of their son, Oren
Adrian Myles Shalev in November, 2017.
The bris was performed by Dr. Rhonda
Wilansky, who returned to the province for
the occasion. Born in St. John’s and now
living in Ontario, Dr. Wilansky has a long
history in the province. Her great-grandfather, Hertzl Wilansky, was brought to Newfoundland in 1921 to be the melamed and
to perform as the chazzen, and to be the
shoichet and mohel. Almost a century later,
his great granddaughter said, “I have come
back to serve the Jewish Community in St.
John’s in the capacity as a mohel. How very
special and what an honour for me!”
Mazel tov to Jordanna Comeau on graduating from Memorial University with her
Bachelor of Social Work degree. S

Around our Region : Newfoundland & Labrador

Newfoundland News
News from the far east
BY Rabbi Chanan Chernitsky, Chabad Lubavitch of Newfoundland

Shana tovah umetukah! This fresh new year
5778 should bring only blessings to us all.
Thank G-d we started off the new year with
a beautiful Rosh Hashana dinner. It wasn’t
just special because of Rosh Hashana, but
rather because of so many Jews coming
together to celebrate our heritage. Though
we come from different parts of the world,
what we have in common is that we are
Jewish.
Sukkot on the rock was out of this world.
The weather was nice and we were able
to eat in the Sukkah with no rain, for the
whole length of the holiday.
“No Sukkah? No problem, the Sukkah
comes to you!” – This was our slogan as we
drove our Sukkah mobile on the streets of
St. John’s. What a sight!
The Sushi in the Sukkah evening was a
big hit. The adults enjoyed real Sushi (yes,
in the Sukkah...) while the children made
candy sushi with rice krispies and fruit roll
ups.
Thank you to all the volunteers who
helped make it happen.
Our last article started with the words
“Wow what a summer!”. Truth be told we
had a beautiful extended summer with no
snow... Until the day before our grand Menorah lighting.
Snow notwithstanding, there was a big
turnout at Bannerman park on the 6th
night of Chanukah, with our mayor Danny
Breen and chief of police Joe Boland in
attendance. Everyone enjoyed the donuts
and warm latkes together with Chanukah
music!
The monthly Kids in the Kitchen program is going strong ! We’ve had 3 out of 6
sessions for this season and it’s gaining popularity. Contact us before space runs out !
Geared for children ages 3-12 who would
like to have a Jewish culinary experience.
We have a wide array of on going classes
on various topics: the weekly Torah portion, Kabbalah, Talmud and more. One on

one classes are also available upon request.
We are open 24/7. If you are coming
to visit please let us know and we
will be happy to meet you.
For more information you can reach us at
709-341-8770 or through e-mail at
chabadofnewfoundland@gmail.com.
Check out our NEW website!
www.chabadNfld.org. S
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Photos: (1) Sukkah on wheels! (2) Kids in the kitchen!
(3) Mayor Danny Breen and the chief of police, Joseph
Boland; (4) Crowd at chanukah Menorah lighting at
Bannerman park; (5) Rabbi Chernitsky reciting the
blessings for the Menorah lighting.
theajC .ns.ca
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Around our Region : Moncton & Fredericton

Moncton News
BY Nancy Cohen

In the last issue of Shalom, I reported on two
Bar Mitzvahs, and this fall there were 2 more.
We can look forward to 2 more Bar Mitzvahs
and a Bat Mitzvah in 2018. It is great to have
so many chances to celebrate together, and
it has certainly kept Rebbitzen Yagod busy
teaching them all. Their hard work has paid
off and they all performed exceptionally well.
Mazel tov to Eitan Izichkis and his parents
Shayna and Alexander, and Raphael Maicas
and his parents Myriam and Emmanuel.
With bar mitzvahs, holidays and special
kiddushim it has been a busy fall. Our annual
sukkah building party is always a fun event.
This year a beautiful, crisp fall day brought
out lots of enthusiastic sukkah builders and
decorators. Once the sukkah was finished,
everyone enjoyed barbecued hot dogs and
hamburgers.
We followed our usual custom of having
public lightings of large menorahs at both
Moncton City Hall and the Moncton
hospital. Deputy Mayor Blair Lawrence
addressed the crowd at City Hall. It was a very
cold night so we all appreciated the hot drinks
and Hanukkah cookies that were served after
the candles were lit.
The Hanukkah dinner on December 19
was lots of fun this year. A tasty turkey dinner

Photos: Celebrating Chanukah!

was followed by live entertainment provided
by two of our members Evgeni Yasgur and
Alexander
Izichkis. A sound system was generously
provided by their friend Stanislav of the Russian
Association of the Greater Moncton area.
During the dinner Rabbi and Rebbetzin
Yagod were honoured with a certificate
marking 10 years of service to the community.
Mazel tov to them both!
It has just been announced that Moncton
now has a fully kosher bakery! Brothers
Bakery owned by John and Darlene Flanagan
will have the Eastern Kosher (EK) hechsher
and the highest level TIER-1 supervision will
be provided by Rabbi Yagod.
We were deeply saddened by the death
of the shul’s Vice President Myer Rabin on
November 20 after a short, but hard fought

battle with brain cancer. Myer was a kind and
generous man who was loved by all who knew
him. He was actively involved in the Jewish
community serving as a board member for
several years and also as President. He was
also involved in many Moncton community
organizations, was a member of the Canadian
Bar Association and the Bar in several
provinces, and was an active member of
several law societies. He will be greatly missed!
Our sincere condolences to his wife Henriette
and sons Mark Andre and Phillipe.

Condolences also go to:
Betty Hans and family on the death of her
sister Vera.
Betsy Prager and family on the death of her
mother Rhoda Prager. S

Fredericton News
BY Ayten Kranat

Fredericton’s Chanukah celebration sponsored
by Sisterhood, Sgoolai Israel Synagogue was
held on Sunday, December 17, 2017 in the
Social Hall, Sgoolai Israel Synagogue.
It was enjoyed by all who attended from
the Fredericton Congregation whom all
enjoyed watched a movie “Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat”.
I want to thank all who assisted with
myself on this special occasion, they are as
follows; Marilyn Kaufman, Albina Lazarev,
Ayten Kranat, Marisa Blanchard Soicher, and
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Julie Thong with the shopping, preparations,
set up and deep frying the traditional jelly
donuts (sufganiot). Without volunteers this
would not be possible. Please forgive me if I
omitted anyone.
Special thanks to my sister, Rhoda
Daouine, who joined us from Moncton and
to Julie Thong who donated prizes for the
occasion and to Shon Lazarev whom volunteered with clean up.
May your home be bright with love and
happiness this Hanukkah!
theajC .ns.ca

Photos: Morton Allen Cohen, son of the late Lillian Leah
Budovitch formerly of Fredericton now residing in Thornhill,
Ontario and cousin of Shelley Stephens, Fredericton,
received a Citation of Appreciation for 50 years of service
to the community from B’Nai Brith Canada.

Wishing all a Happy Chanukah, Chag
Sameach! S
Shelley Stephens, Sisterhood President
Sgoolai Israel Synagogue.
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The Elephant Not in the Room
BY Rabbi David Ellis, AJC Regional Chaplain
We have noted of late many things being done
in our Jewish community. We are to thank
all for the good efforts and hope for more to
come. There are many frustrations, false starts,
dead ends. But we’ll keep going.
But we must, as a teacher taught me many
years ago, ask not only what is being done. We
need to ask also what is not being done, what
could be done, what should be done.
One thing which is not being done in our
community and hundreds of others in the
diaspora is a passing on of the heritage of our
Hebrew language.
I am not referring only to communities
where there is only a token learning of Hebrew,
for a Bar Mitzvah or rote learning of the prayer
service.
One finds that even where there is a more
extensive knowledge of Hebrew in larger centres, that it does not become the focus of the

Jewish commitment. I no longer hear Hebrew
phrases on the lips of our people as I once did.
Why does this make a difference?
Because of the elephant not in the room.
I have been haunted for many years by
something noted by the great Israeli biblical
scholar, Yechezkel Kaufmann--that no Jewish
community which lost its Hebrew moorings
and basis ever survived in Jewish history for
any amount of time.
He cites many examples, notably the Alexandrian Jewish world, where the main language had become Greek. Today, except for a
few excerpts from the philosopher Philo, nothing much is known of this world.
Much of our efforts go to Holocaust remembrance. But we should remember that especially in Eastern Europe, the Hebrew language,
sometimes conflated with Yiddish, was the very
basis of their lives and values.

How Much Does G-d Care?
BY Rabbi Yosef Goldman, Sgoolai Israel Synagogue, Fredericton
Maimonides (Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon
1135-1204) wrote in a few places about the
question of G-d’s non-physical existence, and
he defined this belief in the third of our 13
Fundamentals of our faith: “I believe with
complete faith that the Creator, Blessed is His
Name, does not have a body, or any physical
attributes”. However, he does raise the question, how come, so many times in the Tanakh
(all three components of the Jewish Bible –
The Five Books of Moses, the Prophets & the
Writings), do we find physical descriptions of
G-d? For example, the hands & feet of G-d,
the ears of G-d, and the eyes of G-d?! His
answer is that we, as mortal human beings,
cannot understand or know an entity that is
totally spiritual, so the Torah speaks in “the
language that people can understand”. To
prove this point, he points out that whenever
an angel came to a person in the Scriptures, it
always was in the human form, and the angels
are said to have eaten with the people who
hosted them, like the angels who Abraham
served (Genesis 18:5-10).
Continuing this idea, I would like to try
to answer the following question: how much

does G-d care? Is he like a Father? Mother?
Husband? Wife? Like a Friend? Like a single
Deity that watches over us and protects us?
I believe the answer is in two verses, both
relating to G-d’s eyes. In Parashat Eikev, a
Torah Portion that many people consider the
‘contract’ between Hashem and the Jewish
People, Moses tells us: “EINEI HASHEM
ELOKECHA BAH MERESHIT SHANAH
VE’AD ACHARIT SHANAH – Hashem’s
eyes are upon it (the Holy Land) from the beginning of the year to its end” (Deuteronomy
11:12). The second verse appears right after
the Haftoroh (reading from the Prophets) that
we read on Shabbat Hanukkah: “For who
scorns the day of small things? These seven
eyes of the Lord, which scan throughout the
whole earth, will rejoice when they see the
plumb line in Zerubbavel’s hand.” (Zachariah
4:10). Obviously, Hashem has different ways
to show how much He cares, but the manifestation of G-d’s “eyes” that always watch and
scan what we are doing, is what is so important to understand! Even if we don’t always
feel the fatherly (or motherly) affection of
G-d, we are assured that G-d sees everything!
theajC .ns.ca

We support Israel. But what is Israel, but the
Hebrew language coming alive again.
And yet in the diaspora you would not have
any idea of the issue.
The project was more real many years ago.
The linguist, Noam Chomsky, whose father
wrote a significant book on the Hebrew language, recalls growing up in his home in the
30s and 40s.
His father gave assignments to the whole
family, to come up with original writing in
Hebrew, to be read Friday night around the
Shabbos table.
This was carrying on a heritage from the old
world, mostly in Russia, where books and literature were being composed in Hebrew from
the 19th century onward.
So it is time for this community and all
others to do some serious thinking. As we
celebrate, raise money, engage in programming—are we accomplishing anything of a
heritage, unless we are doing it in the Hebrew
language? S

We’ve mentioned many
times before the American saying: “if you see
something – say something”, but with G-d, it
is much simpler. Once
Hashem sees something
that needs correcting,
or caring, G-d makes sure that it does not go
unnoticed! Sometimes, we feel that a certain
challenge is not fair, that we have done everything the way Hashem expected of us, but
the ‘result was nil’, but we should be encouraged that it is always ‘under control’, and that
nothing happens in G-d’s world by mistake.
If we had the capacity (or capability) to see
everything from the vantage point that G-d
does, we would be much happier, but there is
also a danger that we would be very angry and
judgmental, instead of loving and compassionate. It is like a child who has a magnifying
glass, and instead of using it to research and
learn about the world, would use it to cruelly
burn ants or other insects, which of course is
very immature and bad.
May we be blessed with Hashem’s Divine
Providence and Blessings, Amen!
Wishing you a very healthy, safe and comfortable winter! S
Winter 2018
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from the Rabbi’s desk
BY Rabbi Raysh Weiss, Congregation Shaar Shalom, Halifax

Happy New Years! I wish you a happy New
Year in plural because we are celebrating two
New Years this coming month. On January
1, we celebrate the secular New Year, and on
January 31 we will celebrate Tu Bishvat, the
Jewish New Year of the Trees.
When we wish each other Happy New
Year on January 1, we often think of this as
a singular annual occasion, the beginning of
the year. But there are many new years that
we experience both in our secular and religious lives. In our secular lives, many of us
are connected to a school or university which
structures our lives by a New Year which begins in September. Some of us work in institutions with a fiscal year that begins in July.
In Jewish tradition, there are four new
years (Babylonian Talmud, tractate Rosh
haShanah 2a). There is Rosh haShanah,
which we identify as the Jewish New Year.
However, Rosh Hashanah is actually the beginning of the seventh month of the Jewish
calendar. In ancient Israel, Rosh Hashanah
was the beginning of the Jewish religious
year, whereas the first of Nisan, the first
month on the Jewish calendar, was the beginning of the civil calendar. Nisan, the month

in which we celebrate Passover, is when the
first crops were harvested and is the beginning of the spring.
In later Talmudic times, the rabbis acknowledged four beginnings of the year for
different occasions. The first of Nisan was the
New Year of royalty (counting the reigns of
the kings of Israel), the first of Elul was the
New Year of the animals (to determine the
tithing of cattle to the temple), the first of
Tishrei (Rosh Hashanah) was the commemoration of creation, the 15th of Shevat, what
we know as Tu Bishvat, was the New Year of
the trees (to determine the tithing of fruits of
the trees) (Babylonian Talmud, tractate Rosh
haShanah 1a]. Thus, there were two fiscal
New Years—one to determine which fruit
and one to determine which cattle should
be counted for the tenth (or tithe) that was
mandated to be set aside as a donation to the
Temple. And two New Years designated to
mark the national and religious history of the
Jewish people.
Today only Rosh Hashanah and Tu Bishvat
are celebrated as distinct festivals on the Jewish calendar. The first of Nisan is acknowledged with the celebration of Rosh Chodesh

Who are we fooling?
BY Rabbi Chanan Chernitsky, Director, Chabad Lubavitch of Newfoundland
Let’s face it. We don’t stand a chance against
our enemies. We are terribly outnumbered.
Our sages describe the Jewish people as being
a “lamb surrounded by 70 wolves” (70 alluding to the 70 gentile nations that descended
from Noah) and the Torah eternally declares
(Deuteronomy 7:7) “...Ki atem hameat mikol
hoamim” (For you are the minority amongst
all other nations).
Indeed, the survival of our nation has puzzled the great thinkers throughout the ages.
We know however, that it’s due to G-ds never
ending care for His treasured nation.
The story of Chanukah brings out this
point clearly. As we say in the traditional Chanukah liturgy “You’ve delivered the strong in the
hands of the weak and the many in the hands
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of the few”. Matisyohu and his children “didn’t
have the numbers” either.
Who could have blamed them if they became complacent and decided to give in to
the Greek decrees and abandon Judaism, G-d
forbid ? They weren’t just outnumbered by
the Greeks, many Jews had adopted the Greek
lifestyle as well.
Still, the facts didn’t face them, and it is
thanks to them that Jews and Judaism survived until today.
So what inspired them to start a revolt
against the Greeks? The realization that we
DON’T have the numbers , we never DID
and never WILL (during the current exile).
But, we have something that no other nation
has, G-d’s help.
theajC .ns.ca

(the new moon). The
first of Elul never became a special holiday
but some modern rabbis
suggest that we should
reinvent the first of Elul
to be a day of honoring
animals, just as we honor
trees on Tu Bishvat.
Although as modern Jews we do not celebrate each of these New Years as the rabbis
intended them, there are important insights
we can glean from the tradition of having
four New Years. It helps us acknowledge that
life is more complex than living on one grid
of time. We live according to the seasons, according to Jewish time, according to secular
time, and according to numerous other markers. The multiple New Years also reminds us
that life is full of beginnings. Our lives are
being constantly recreated moment to moment. Jewish tradition provides structures
that help us celebrate the changing nature of
our lives and invite us to reflect on our process of renewal.
As we observe two New Years this coming
month, whether you are changing over to
your winter tires, traveling south, or experiencing a different transition, I encourage each
of us to take advantage of the opportunity for
both celebration and contemplation.
L’shanim Tovot!! (Happy New Years!!). S
Photo: Tikkun Olam committee celebrating Chanukah

It’s easy to look at the
world around us and feel
despondent, specially
after the holocaust. We
are majorly outnumbered and a big percentage of our nation was
decimated.
What do we do now? We need to keep in
mind that our enemy’s strength and any other
qualities they may have are merely physical,
whereas our strength is spiritual and that’s
something that won’t be beat.
Regardless of what’s going on in our surroundings and regardless of what people are
saying about us, we need to stand strong and
be proud Jews. Have the fortitude to affix a
mezuzah and be proud that your home looks
Jewish. And, especially during this season, be
proud to say that we Jews celebrate our own
beautiful holidays.
With wishes for a good and healthy winter. S
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Why Does Bread Have to be Kosher?
BY Rebbetzin Frimet Yagod,
Congregation Tiferes Israel, Moncton, NB
Bread is one of the few foods that satiates
a person as well as provides an overall feeling of contentment. We learn from Rashi in
Bereisheet-Genesis 18:5 that “Pita Sa’adata
D’Leeba” – Bread sustains the heart or in
other words, Bread is the staff of life.
Many people erroneously think that given
the importance of this food, one should be
allowed to buy any bread because isn’t it
saving a life? Furthermore, when one lives
far from the epi-center of Jewish life, and
prices of Kosher food in general are higher,
shouldn’t there be an Halachic dispensation
for bread?
Let’s explore the components of bread
manufacturing and home made bread to
understand that what looks like a very benign
food is actually highly complex and absolutely needs Kosher supervision.

Bread Manufacturing
1. Ingredients which includes oils and emulsifiers, sprays etc.
2. Utensils which includes machines, pans,
knives etc.
3. Bread must be completely Pareve.
4. Challah must be taken everyday if the
owner is Jewish.
5. In Israel all the Tithes are taken off
6. Selling the Chametz – anything leavened
before Pesach-Passover.
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1. All the ingredients must be kosher. Just
reading the labels unfortunately does not
completely help because companies do not
have to put on ingredients below 2%. The
1/60 rule does not apply to all things. Oils
must be kosher. Lard and any oils or fats that
are animal based, of course, cannot be used.
Any oils from China must have supervision
as there are no government regulations and
inspections. Emulsifiers are another problematic area. According to: oukosher.org/
the-kosher-primer, “Many types of bread are
made with oils and shortenings. Basic ingredients of specially prepared dough mixes and
dough conditioners are shortenings and diglycerides. In bakeries, pans and troughs in
which the dough is placed to rise and to bake
are coated with grease or divider oils, which
may be non-kosher. These oils often do not
appear on the label. There may also be an
issue of other non-kosher products prepared
and baked on the same equipment. These are
some of the reasons that bread requires kosher supervision.”
2. Utensils which includes machines, pans,
knives etc: All machines, pans, knives and
any assorted utensils need to be Koshered
especially if non Kosher ingredients and/or
dairy or meat was used on the machines.
3. Bread must be completely Pareve. Our
Sages of blessed memory were highly concerned with the Pareve designation of bread
as bread is eaten at most meals. Depending
on whether the meal is dairy or meat, one
is liable to use a dairy bread at a meat meal.
To overcome this issue, they placed an injunction on bread, especially mass produced
bread, to be completely Pareve. If one has
a hankering for dairy bread, it can only be
made in a very distinctive and unusual shape
to signify its status and can only be made in
small quantity at the consumption of one
meal only.
4. Challah must be taken everyday if the
owner is Jewish. This is no small task! The
quantities in a bakery are not the quantities
we have for Challah baking on Erev Shabbat. Industrial Challah taking must be under
Rabbinic supervision to ensure it is done
theajC .ns.ca

completely Halachic compliant. If not, all
Kosher agencies will not certify the Bread
company.
5. In Israel – all the Tithes are taken off. Israeli Kashrut poses a whole set of other challenges that Diaspora Jews do not face unless
it is exported to the Diaspora. There is an
entire body of Jewish Law called Mitzvot HaTiluyot B’aaretz – Mitzvot that apply to the
Land of Israel. These include all the Tithes,
First Fruits, Terumot and Challah. These
must all be taken off at at the production
level. If not, the consumer must take them
off. Unfortunately, not all Israeli companies
are compliant with this.
6. Selling the Chametz – anything leavened
before Pesach-Passover. A Jewish owned bakery must sell their Chametz before Pesach
just as individuals must sell their Chametz.
As the selling is slightly different given the
quantities and commercial aspect, the certifying agency oversees the Chametz sale.
Home made bread is governed by all the
above as well.
Now that we understand the Kosher process, we, the Moncton Jewish Community,
must thank Darlene and John Flanagan and
son Jonathan for Kosherizing their bakery,
Brothers Bakery. In a few weeks, the new
bags will have the EK symbol on them. A
very big thank you to Rabbi Yagod, Chanie
Yagod and Pinny Yagod who all volunteered
to do the actual kosherizing and to the Rabbinic staff at EK, Eastern Kosher, for overseeing all the Halachic aspects to ensure Tier-1
level Kosher Supervision.
Thank you to the staff of the bakery who
so willingly helped this succeed and who now
carry out Kosher complience everyday. Finally, thank you to the Mashgichim – Kosher
supervisors who are part of this (and every)
success kosher supervision
Next time you pick up that sumptuous
Kosher bread, remember what the owners did
to provide the community with that delicous
staff of life. S
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True Dedication

BY Rabbi Mendel Feldman, Chabad Lubavitch of the Maritimes
The 10th day of the Jewish month of Shevat
(in Hebrew Yud Shevat, this year January 26)
marks the 68th Yahrtzait (1880-1950) of the
sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak
Schneerson of Righteous Memory.
In the early 1900s the Prime Minister of
Czarist Russia was the ruthless anti-Semite
Peter Stolypin. At that time Rabbi Sholom-Ber
Schneerson (the fifth Lubavitcher Rebbe 18601920) received word that Stolypin was about to
issue a particularly harsh decree against the Jews.
The Jewish activists in Petersburg convened to
devise a plan to thwart this scheme. It was determined that the only possible avenue for success
was to try and influence the Prime minister’s
political mentor, Konstantin Petrovitch Pobedonostsev to prevail on Stolypin to withdraw.
Pobedonostsev was quite far from being a
friend of the Jews, nevertheless, as a devout religious person, he held religious leaders in great
esteem and Jewish leaders were of no exception.
It was decided that Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok
(Rabbi Sholom-Ber’s son) would take on the
assignment. After much effort Pobedonostsev

Leadership

BY Rabbi Yakov Kerzner, Beth Israel Synagogue, Halifax

As we turn the page on 2017 and begin a new
year, we look to the future of our tumultuous
world with fear and trepidation coupled with
the hope for a bright future. The world constantly changes and evolves as we progress and
move forward. We all hope that leaders will
arise that can handle change while remaining
steady and stable. In our small Jewish world,
as well, change is just around the corner. A
steady hand of leadership is a necessary ingredient for that change to occur without a
major disruption to our Jewish way of life.
Approaching the holiday of Passover, we once
again read the familiar portions in the book of
Exodus. Genesis is a book about individuals;
their struggles, their character development,
and how they shoulder responsibilities of family and community. Exodus is the story of a
nation. Every nation requires leaders. Exodus opens with the birth, the youth and the
maturation of Moses, not only our legislator,
greatest prophet and spiritual guide; but more
importantly, our greatest leader. What defines
Moses as a great leader? Is it his family? Probably not. His parents’ names are mysteriously
42
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finally agreed to meet with Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok, but he would only agree to meet with him
on Friday night after dinner time.
Pobedonostsev lived in the outskirts of Petersburg, quite a distance away from the city. Being
an observant Jew precluded the Rebbe from
traveling on Shabbat and thus required him to
obtain accommodations nearby for the duration
of the Shabbat. With no Jews living in the vicinity and no hotel in the area, the only choice left
was for Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok to spend the entire
Shabbat in a nearby tavern.
It was extremely dangerous for a Jew to enter
the tavern let-alone to spend a full 24 hours
there, the only way the Rebbe could possibly
survive would be to fake the role of a lowly
drunkard all the way through the entire Shabbat. What an unbearable predicament for a
righteous individual of the stature of Rabbi
Yosef Yitzchok, to spend the holy day of Shabbat confined in a tavern amongst drunks and to
be forced to pretend to be one of them, lest the
revellers discover his identity! But for the Rebbe,
saving the Jews of Russia from the dreadful

W i nte r 2018

absent at the recounting of his birth. Is it his
connection to the royal family? Not likely.
His step-grandfather intends on putting him
to death. He returns only when Pharoah has
passed away. Is it his brilliant intellect and love
of learning? The only activity we find Moses
involved in, is shepherding sheep. Is it because
he seeks God and lives a life of spirituality?
Where is the evidence?
Moses has one outstanding quality depicted
in the few stories of Moses before his selection as
leader. As a baby, he is torn from his family and
raised by strangers. As a young lad, he risks his
life to save a fellow Hebrew who he knows not.
He intervenes in a private dispute and endangers
his life when he sees one Jew raising his hand
against a fellow Jew. On the run, he saves some
women in the wilderness from shepherds who
are harassing them. One common theme exists.
He never finds himself in his comfort zone and
is willing to leave his comfort zone to do what is
right, to stand for his principles and to fight for
the underdog. Moses is willing to take a calculated risk when his goal is judged to be correct,
moral and ethical.
theajC .ns.ca

decree was his solitary
priority, nothing else mattered. Late Friday night
the Rebbe met with Pobedonostsev and was successful in influencing him
to prevail on Stolypin to
reverse the evil decree, after which he returned
to the tavern for the remainder of the Shabbat.
Rabbi Yosef Yitzchok’s love and dedication for
his fellow Jew was so all-encompassing that he
agreed to risk his life in a very physical sense and
to compromise his spiritual wellbeing in order
to alleviate the plight of his brethren. This story
serves as a fundamental lesson: When we hear
that our fellow is in peril or distress, may it be
physical or spiritual in nature, it should affect us
to the point that it moves us out of our comfort
zone and inspires us to do everything in our
power to improve the wellbeing of our fellow.
Yud Shevat (1951) also marks the day in
which the seventh Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem
Mendel Schneerson OBM (1902-1994), formally accepted the leadership of the Chabad
Lubavitch movement. The Rebbe’s efforts to improve the spiritual and physical wellbeing of our
brethren all over the globe are well known. S
Too often, leaders are
only a poor reflection of
the base desires of those
they lead. They do not
seek out the high moral
ground, are not moved
by pure intentions, and
are fearless in their pursuit of the safest path
of leadership. True leaders are courageous.
True leaders are willing to risk their position
in order to do what is right. A true leader aims
for success but does not need to be successful.
Moses is certainly our greatest leader, although
he never leads the Jewish people into the land
of Israel. His leadership showed us the way. It
was not necessary for him to survive the process. Through his leadership, we knew what
had to be done. Great leaders are willing to
leave their comfort zone, be motivated by pure
intentions, and show strength even when the
odds are not in their favor.
Our community is at a crossroads. Tough
decisions lie ahead. Strong leadership must
understand the past, appreciate our traditions
and have a vision for the future. Our leaders
need a strong foundation, a vision of the future and the courage to do whatever is necessary to secure our future. S
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A $500 bursary awarded to a Jewish student from Atlantic Canada to further Jewish studies in Israel or in the Diaspora.
Jayson Greenblatt Bursary – $500 each.

Abe Leventhal Memorial Scholarships
The Atlantic Jewish Foundation invites applications to the Abe Leventhal Memorial Scholarships for the pursuit of post-secondary education.
Applicants must be a resident of Atlantic Canada and must be pursuing an education in a post-secondary institution in Halifax.
Leventhal Memorial Scholarship – $1,000 minimum each.
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